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Preface 

The scope of the present work is sufficiently indicated by 
the title. No attempt is made to discuss the architectural 
achievements of Anthemius, for his merits have been well de- 
scribed in books on St. Sophia from Procopius onwards. My 
purpose in writing has been to illustrate one aspect of the 
intense mathematical activity which occurred during the reign 
of Justinian. In certain respects his treatment of conic sections 
in the w p l  rapa8@~v p ~ ~ a q p d r u v  and in the Fragmenturn Bobi- 
ense maintains the standards of the Hellenistic masters. 

I hope, therefore, that this study will help to withdraw 
Anthemius from the obscure place he has hitherto occupied 
in the history of Greek Mathematics. My deep indebtedness 
to previous researchers, notably to J. L. Heiberg and to Sir 
Thomas Heath, will be evident from the many references to 
their writings. 

Finally, it is a pleasure to thank the authorities in the 
Widener Library, where the study was written, for the use of 
the unexcelled facilities of that admirable institution. 

G. L. HUXLEY 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 



Anthemius and His Contemporaries 

Anthemius was born at Tralles in Lydia, and belonged to 
a gifted family. His father, Stephanus, practiced medicine, in 
which profession he was followed by his sons Dioscorus and 
Alexander. Another son, Olympius, was a lawyer, a fourth 
Metrodorus excelled in literary studies, and Anthemius him- 
self was famous as an architect, geometer, and physicist.' Pro- 
copius describes the work of Anthemius in his treatise O n  the 
Buildings Constructed by the Emperor Justinian, where we 
are told that he was the architect commanded to reconstruct 
the church of St. Sophia, which had been destroyed during the 
Nika riot.2 He was assisted in the undertaking by the engi- 
neer, geometer, and architect, Isidore of Miletus. Procopius 
names Anthemius in terms so laudatory that evidently he en- 
joyed a considerable reputation in the Eastern Roman Empire. 
He was on another occasion consulted by the Emperor about 
means of preventing flood damage at ~ a r a s  in ~ k s o ~ o t a m i a ,  
when Isidore was also asked for his opinion; the advice of 
neither was taken. 

In his account of St. Sophia Procopius emphasises the 
soundness of the architectural principles applied by Anthe- 
mius. He remarks that the stones were bonded, neither with 
cement, nor with bitumen, such as Semiramis used at Baby- 
lon, but with molten lead.3 

Paul the Silentiary, who in A.D. 562 read his poem The 
Description of St .  Sophia during the ceremonies held when 
the Church was rededicated, generously praises the architec- 
tural achievement of Anthemius; his death had prevented the 

1 Agathias, ed. B. G. Niebuhr (BoM, 18281, 289 lines 1M. F. Brunet, Oeuvres 
me'dicales d'Alezandre de Tralles, 1 (Paris, 19331, 4. 

2 Procopius, De Aedificiis, 1,144 ed. J. Havry, VOL 3.2 (Leipzig, 1913). 
3 Procopius, 1, 1, 53, p6X~pGos b &,pa ~ v O a l s .  Agathias (ed. Niebuhr [Bonn, 

18281, 295 line 13) mentions iron clamps. 
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master craftsman from witnessing the completion of his work, 
which the baroque versification of Paul, recalling by the rich- 
ness of its vocabulary the Dionysiaca of Nonnus, aptly com- 
memorates. Paul adds little to our knowledge of Anthemius, 
but his praise of the architect and his vivid allusions to the 
damage caused by an earthquake deserve n ~ t i c e . ~  

In one passage Paul calls him . r r o h ~ ~ ~ ~ a v o s , ~  an epithet 
which alludes as much to his craftiness of disposition as to his 
architectural skill, as the following anecdote indicates. Ac- 
cording to Agathias,%hose work continued the history of Pro- 
copius as far as A.D. 558, a personal enemy of Anthemius, Zeno 
the orator, lived in a building adjacent to the house of the 
architect. Having been worsted in a lawsuit by Zeno, Anthe- 
mius decided to take vengeance with the aid of physical 
science. In a room which extended beneath the property of 
Zeno, he placed several cauldrons full of water. These he 
covered with large skins, so that the steam could not escape 
when they were heated. The  steam was conducted in leather 
pipes, shaped like inverted trumpets, to the underside of the 
well-furnished room where Zeno lived. The  pressure of steam 
against the floor boards was so great that they vibrated, and 
the occupants of the house, imagining that there was an earth- 
quake, fled the b ~ i l d i n g . ~  Zeno subsequently lost much popu- 
larity because he made ill-omened remarks to acquaintances 
about the supposed recent earthquake. Agathias embroiders 
his story with personal anecdotes and is unable to describe 
exactly the method used by Anthemius. It is probable, how- 
ever, that Anthemius, who was well read in Hellenistic science, 
used a method borrowed from Hero of Alexandria, in whose 
works methods of conducting steam are de~cribed.~ 

4Paulus Silextiarius, Descriptw S.  Sophiae, ed. B. G. Niebuhr (Bonn, 1837), 
lines 267-278. 

6Cf. G.  Downey, Byzantwn, 18 (1946./48), 200. 

6 Agathias, ed. Niebuhr (Bonn, 18281, 291, lines Ilff. E. Gibbon, Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. Bury, 4 (New York, 1914), 258-260. 

7E. Darmstaedter, "Anthemios und sein 'kiinstliches Erdbeben' in Byzanz," 
Philologus, 58 (1933), 477-482. N. H. Baynes, Byzantine Studies and Othcr 
Essays (London, 19551, 37. 

8e.g., Hero Alexandrinus, ed. W. Schmidt, 1 (Leipzig, 1899), 314, line 6ff. 
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Agathias also relates that Anthemius devised a system for 
making a great noise in order to annoy Zeno, and a reflector 
to blind him. The  reflector seems to have been similar to the 
curved reflector described in the repi .rrapa8o'[uv p ? 7 X a ~ 1 1 , u d ~ ~ ~ . S  

When Zeno discovered the cause of the nuisances he dragged 
Anthemius in front of the Emperor himself, who observed that 
he was unable to combat the combined power of Zeus the 
Thunderer and of Poseidon the Maker of Earthquakes. 

Anthemius lived at a time when interest in mathematics 
was strong. His colleague Isidore was a considerable mathe- 
matician, whose reputation is attested in the rules given in 
the so-called Fifteenth Book of Euclid's Elements and attrib- 
uted to "Isidore our great teacher."1° Eutocius dedicated his 
commentaries on the Conics of Apollonius of Pergall to An- 
themius, and addressed him with such warmth of friendship 
that it is ~ossible that they studied together at Alexandria.12 

Anthemius died in A.D. 534.13 He was well-known to 
Tzetzesl+ as a writer on paradoxes, and enjoyed a considerable 
reputation amongst Arab mathematicians. In the thirteenth 
century Vitello made use of him;ls afterwards we hear nothing 
about his influence until the first edition of the fragment on 
Burning Mirrors by L. Dupuy in 1777.16 

QAgathiae wrote: 6 ; u ~ o v  phv y d p  r t v a  P u 6 a r p o u  6 1 ~ q u  P u r e u a u p i v o v ,  K ~ L  $peps 
b x o ~ o ~ h a b u t ~ ~ v o v  r a i r  r o c  +iou dvrcpei8wv d ~ r i u i v  B v ~ r i f i a A a  r i j s  a ~ ~ A ~ s .  [ i ) r o ~ A i v 6 -  

pevov Dupuy, infra note 301. 
loT. L. Heath, The Thirteen Books o f  Euclio?~ Elements, Dover ed., 3 

(New York, 1956), 520. 
11 J. L. Heiberg, Apollonii Pergaei quae ezslant, 2 (Leipzig, 1893), 168, 

290, 314, 354. 

12P. Ver Eecke, Les Opuscules mathe'matiques de Didyrne, Dwphane, et 
Anthe'mius (Paris and Bruges, 19401, xx. 

lsF. Hultsch, "Anthemios," Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll RE I, 2368. 

14Tzetzes, Chil. 11, 35, line 151, ed. T. Kiessling (Leipzig, 1826). Cf. 
ibid. XII, 427, line 975. 

15 Vitello, Perspectiva IX, 39-43. J. L. Heiberg and E. Wiedema~,  
Bibliotheoa Mathematica, 103 (Leipzig, 1910), 236. 

1% L. Dupuy, Me'moires de Z'Acade'mie des Belles Lettres (de Paris), 42 
(1786), 392-451. Fragment d"un ouvrage grec d'AnthBmius sur les paradozes de 
me'canique (Paris, 1777) in 40. I have not seen this. 



Previous Editions and Studies of Anthemius 

Dupuy's original edition was printed in 1777 at the Im- 
primerie royale, Paris, with the title, Fragment d'un Ouurage 
grec d'dnthe'mius sur les paradoxes de Me'canique. His work 
was reedited in the Me'moires de l'Acadtmie des Inscriptions 
et Belles Lettres [de Paris], 52 (1786), 392-451. A sup- 
plementary note, "Sur le troisikme problkme d'Anthkmius," 
appears in the same volume's Histoire, 72-75, wherein some 
criticisms of Dupuy 's original publication, made in the Bibli- 
otheca Critica, Volume 11, Part I1 (Amsterdam, 1781), 126ff., 
are answered. The  title of the second edition of 1786 is Frag- 
ment d'un Ouvrage grec dJAnthe'mius sur les Paradoxes de 
mtcanique. Reuu et corrige' sur quatre manuscrits, auec 
une traduction frangoise, des notes critiques et des o bserva- 
tions, et les variantes tire'es d'un manuscrit du  Vatican, par 
M .  Dupuy. The  text of the 1786 edition was improved owing 
to the consultation by de la Porte du  Theil of the Vatican MS 
gr, 21 8. 

In 1801 J. G. Schneider published at Jena and Leipzig 
his Eclogue Physicae historiam et interpretationem corporum 
et rerum naturalium continentes ex scriptoribus praecipue 
graecis excerptae, in usum studiosae literarum Juventutis, in 
two volumes. The  middle passage of the fragment of Anthe- 
mius is to be found in Volume I, p. 402f., 40-53. 

A. Westermann included the mpi  napa86fov p?lxavpd~ov 
of Anthemius in his Paradoxographi published in Braun- 
schweig and London in 1839, together with an account of the 
manuscripts, which is marred only by the erroneous implication 
that Dupuy used the Vaticanus in his first edition of 1777.17 
He remarks: "Ego vero de meo nihil addidi, emendationem 

17 Praefatw, zvi-. 
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si qua opus est rerum mathematicarum peritioribus relin- 
quens. Ceterum hoc opere Anthemius meruit cognomen para- 
doxographi, quo eum appellat ~ z e t z e s  . . ." Westermann 
provides a serviceable text. Heiberg's definitive text given in 
his Mathematici Graeci Minores (Copenhagen, 1927)Is is 
used in the present study. Ver Eecke's translation into French 
has also been consulted. 

T. L. (later Sir Thomas) Heath published in 1907 a 
critical study entitled "The fragment of Anthemius on burn- 
ing mirrors and the Fragmentum Mathematicum Bobiense" 
in Bibliotheca Mathematica, Folge 111, Band VII, Heft 3, p. 
225-233; an English translation of two passages relating to 
the ellipse and parabola is given. J. L. Heiberg's text is a 
critical edition, based on the Vatican MS. Finally, P. Ver 
Eecke's book contains a French translation preceded by use- 
ful notes on Anthemius together with an account of previous 
editions. Works primarily concerned with the Fragmentum 
Mathematicum Bobiense, but mentioning Anthemius, are dis- 
cussed later. 

18Mathematici Graeci Minores, 71ff. Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabenzes 
Sekkab. Hwtorisk-filologiske Meddelelser, 13.3 (Copenhagex, 1927). 



I11 
IIEPI IIAPAAOEllN MHXANHMATaN 

Translation and Notes 

"a. It  is required to cause a ray of the sun to fall in a given 
position, without moving away, at any hour or season. 

X 

I,. 
f@7? 

Let the given position be at A, and through A let a 
meridian line AB be drawn parallel to the horizon, as far as 
the slit or door through which the rays are required to pene- 
trate to A. Let B r  be drawn through B normal to AB, so 
that it is equinoctal. And let there be another straight line 

BA, for the summer solstice, and similarly let BE be a winter 
ray. Let there be taken at an appropriate distance from B, 
according to the size of the reflector we desire to construct, on 
the winter ray first, a point Z on BE. Join ZA. 

Next let the line ZH bisect the angle EZA, the point H 
being conceived between the winter ray and the equinoctal 
ray, as lying on the line bisecting the angle EZA which is 
produced to @. If we suppose a plane mirror to lie along the 
straight line HZ, I say that the ray BzE striking HZ@ will be 
reflected to the point A. 

For since the angle HZA equals the angle EZH, and the 
angle EZH is equal to the vertical [ K ~ T &  K O ~ V ~ T ~ V ]  angle OZB, it is 
obvious that the angle HZA is equal to the aogle OZB. Then 
at equal angles the ray B z  will be reflected to A along ZA. 

Similarly we shall cause the equinoctal ray to be reflected 
as follows: let the straight line HA be joined, and with centre 
H and radius HA" let an arc be drawn cutting BI' in K, so 
that HA is equal to HK. And likewise let the straight line 
HAM bisect the angle KHA, intersecting the straight line 
BrK at A, and terminating at M at the straight line which 
bisects the angle rBA. Join AA. 

Therefore, since HK is equal to HA, and the angle KHA 
is bisected by the straight line HAM, the base KA is equal to 
AA and consequently the angle K h M  is equal to the angle 
MAA. But the angle KAM is equal to the angle HAB; for 
they are vertical angles: then the angle MAA is equal to the 
angle HAB. Hence, if HAM is similarly considered to be a 
plane mirror with a continuous surface and joined to the 
mirror Hz@ already described, the equinoctal ray AB will be 
reflected in the direction of A along the straight line AA. 

Similarly, by the same construction on the straight line 
AB, we shall show that the summer ray B E  which falls on the 
plane mirror on MZO will be reflected to A along the straight 
line EA. If then we suppose a hole placed ~ymmetrically~~ 

19 &cave; ~ i v r p y  ~ a 2  8 r a a r ~ j p a r r .  Cf. Euclid Elem. ed. Heiberg, 1 (Leipzig, 
18831, 280 for the use of the expression. 

20 ~ C f i f i c r p o v .  Ver Eeclie translates: "d'un grandeur modique." 
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about the point B as centre, all the rays falling through the 
hole, that is through the point B, upon the continuous mir- 
rors already described will be reflected to A. 

And by repeated bisection of the said angles and by the 
construction of more and more smaller mirrors it is possible 
to describe the line OZHAMEo, which if considered to be 
drawn around BA as axis will form the so-called oven shaped 
mirror, which being bisected and covered with a lid parallel 
to the horizon, and receiving the rays only through B, will 
send them, whatever their angle of incidence, to the point A. 

But to avoid the effort of continuous division in con- 
structing and putting together plane mirrors, we shall demon- 
strate how, after the line [scil. AB] has been drawn, a surface 
of incidence may be drawn to it so as to make a curved re- 
flector with the required properties. [The text and meaning 
are uncertain here] .20a 

For if we consider the line nZ to be equal to the straight 
line ZA, the straight line IIH is equal to HA. Then, since the 
straight line IIz was made equal to ZA, let ZB be on the same 
line; then the whole of HB is equal to BZ, ZA. But nB is 
equal to KB, because HH is equal to HK and the angle IIBK is 
bisected by BH. Then BK is equal to BZ, ZA. But BK is 
equal to BA, AA, because KA is equal to AA and AB is 
common. Then the two line5 BA, AA are equal to the two 
BZ, ZA. By the same reasoning it may be shown that BN is 
equal to BK and to IIB: and BZ, EA are equal to BA, AA and 
BZ, ZA to both. 

Accordingly it may be shown that the rays which pass 
through B and are reflected to A are all equal to the others 
having the same property. 

If, then, we stretch a string surrounding the points A, B 
tightly around the first point from which the rays are to be 
reflected, the line will be drawn which is part of the so-called 

20a 2pruBoXeirs was translated "surface of impact" by Heath following C. Belger, 
Hemnes, 70 (1881), 267. Heiberg filled the lacuna with ~ ( w v c i a ) ,  a word for the 
melting and casting of metal; i@oAeGs might then mean "mould." Dupuy de- 
clined to translate and simply wrote "embole." See also P. Ver Eecke op.dt. 
p. 49 note 4. 
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ellipse, with respect to which the surface of the mirror must 
be situated." 

T h e  method of drawing an ellipse by means of a string 
looped around two fixed points is here described for the first 
time; it provides a mechanical illustration of a fundamental 
property of the ellipse, namely that the sum of the focal dis- 
tances of any point on the ellipse remains the same.21 Kepler 
restated the principle.22 A more complicated method, for 
drawing ovals, is described in Descartes in the second book of 
La G t ~ r n e t r i e . ~ ~  

Anthemius is aware that the focal distances of any point 
on an ellipse make equal angles with the tangent at that point. 
T h e  proof of this property is given in Apollonius 111, 4a2* 
who states it as follows: "Under the same conditions it is to 
be proved that the lines drawn from the point of contact [of 
the tangent] to the points of origin of the curve [the foci], 
make equal angles with the tangent. 

Let the same conditions be supposed, and let EZ, EH be 
drawn. I say that the angle I'EZ is equal to the angle HEA. 
For since the angles AH@, AE6  are right angles [as proved 
in Propositions 45 and 471 the circle drawn about the diam- 
eter A@ will pass through the points E, H [Euclid 111, 311. 
So that the angle AOH is equal to the angle AEH [Euclid 
111, 211; for they are situated on the same seapent. For the 
same reason also the angle I'EZ is equal to the angle I'OZ. 
But the angle r @ Z  is equal to the angle AOH [Euclid I ,  151; 
for they are vertical angles. Therefore also the angle I'EZ is 
equal to the angle AEH." 

21 Cf. T. L. Heath, Bibliotheca Mathematica, 73 (1907), 228. 

22 Ad Vitellionem paralipomena quibus Astronomia pars optica traditur 
(Francofurti, 16041, 178, referred to by C. Taylor, Ancient and Modern Geometry 
of Conics (Cambridge, Deighton Bell, 18811, lvii-lix. 

23 1637, p. 356. Transl. D. E. Smith and M. L. Latham, Dover ed. (New 
York, 1945), 122. 

24 J. L. Heiberg, Apollonius Pergaeus, 1 (Leipzig, 18911, 430. T. L. Heath. 
Apollonius of Perga (Cambridge, 1896), 116. Propositioz 71. 
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Another property of the ellipse, of which Anthel-i~i~as is 
aware, is that the straight line which joins the focus to the 
point of intersection of two tangents bisects the angle between 
the straight lines joining the same focus to the two points of 
contact respectively. This property of the ellipse is not proved 
in Apollonius. Anthernius, moreover, provides an elegant 
method of constructing an ellipse by means of tangents. Apol- 
lonius knew that the ellipse has the property of reflecting all 
rays through one focus to the other; from 111, 48 it is easily 
deduced. Moreover, there existed a book, to which Anthemius 
probably had access, .rrcpl 706 ~ v p l o v ,  O n  the Burning M~rror ,  
written by Apollonius himself. The  evidence for the book is 
to be found in the Fragmenturn Mathematicum Bobiense, 
where it is stated that Apollonius in his book described the 
focal properties of burning mirrors. He is known to have 
proved the focal properties of the ellipse and hyperbola, and 
may be assumed to have been aware of those of the parabola. 

A work ~ c p l  r r v p l ~ v  by Diocles, the discoverer of the 
cissoid, may have been read by Anthemius, since Eutocius 
mentions it.25 Diocles lived later than Archimedes and Apol- 
lonius, and we may suppose that he was greatly indebted to 
those masters. It is strange, however, that Anthemius wrote 
that the ancients omitted to say from which conic sections 
burning mirrors were produced. Obviously the geometrical 
properties of certain burning mirrors cannot have been ig- 
nored by Apollonius and Diocles. An Arab writer, A1 Singari, 

25 Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, Vol. 3, p. 78, line 19. 

in stating that Diocles was the discoverer of the parabolic 
burning mirror, remarked that the ancients formerly made 
mirrors of plane surfaces. Some made them spherical until 
Diocles (Diiiklis) proved that, if the surface of these mirrors 
has its curvature in the form of a parabola, then they have 
the greatest power to burn. "There is," he adds, "a work on 
ths subject by Ibn Alhazen." The  work, in fact, survives, but 
in it the name of Diocles is not mentioned, whereas Archime- 
des and Anthemius are mentioned together and are said to 
have used mirrors composed of a number of spherical rings. 
Afterwards, continued Alhazen, they considered the form of 
curves which would reflect rays to one point, and found that 
the concave surface of a paraboloid of revolution has the 
pi-~perty.~'; 

The  influence of Anthemius on Alhazen is evident in 
the statement that the Greek geometers did not set out their 
proofs sufficiently; "verumptamen ipsi non exposuerunt dem- 
onstrationem super hanc intentionem neque viam, qua inve- 
nerunt, expositione ~ufficiente."~~ His coupling of Archimedes 
and Anthemius shows that the latter was well esteemed by 
Arab scholars. The  proposition relating to the parabola in 
the napaS6[wv p 7 ) ~ a ~ p & ~ m v  is enunciated at the beginning 
of Alhazen's 

Since Alhazen does not affirm that Diocles discovered the 
paraboloid burning mirror, it is not certain that any geomet- 
rical demonstration of its properties was given before Anthe- 
mius set out his proofs. Heiberg therefore had some jus- 
tification for his claim that Apollonius proved the focal 
properties of elliptical and hyperbolic mirrors only, but it is 
difficult to believe that he was unaware of the corresponding 
powers of the paraboloid mirror. We return to this problem 

261 take these details from Sir Thomas Heath, A History of Greek 
Mathematics, 2 (Oxford, 1921), 201. J. L. Heiberg and E. Wiedmann, "Ibn a1 
Raitam's Schrift iiber parabolische Hohlspiegel," Bibliotheca Mathematics, 103 
(1910), 201-37. 

27 Heiberg and Wiedemam, ibid. 219, line 17. 

2sLiber de speculis comburentibw, p. 219, line 4 ed Heiberg and Wiede- 
mann, op.cit. 
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in the commentary upon the concluding section of the mp? 
~ a ~ a S 6 & v  pqxaqCLCrwv. 

"b. How shall we cause burning by means of the sun's rays 
in a given position, which is not less distant than the range 
of bowshot? 

According to those who have described the construction 
of so-called burning mirrors the required experiment would 
seem to be impossible. For wherever conflagration occurs, the 
mirrors are always seen to be turned towards the sun. Conse- 
quently if the given position is not in the direction of the 
sun's rays, but inclined to one side or even behind, it is im- 
possible to perform the experiment by means of the said 
burning mirrors. Furthermore, the required distance to the 
point of burning necessitates that the size of the burning 
mirror, according to the explanations of the ancients, shall 
be unobtainable; according to the aforesaid explanations, the 
proposed experiment could never be considered reasonable. 

But since Archimedes cannot be deprived of the credit 
of the unanimous tradition which said that he burnt the 
enemy fleet with the rays of the sun, it is reasonable to sup- 
pose that the problem can be solved. We have given as much 
thought as possible to the matter, and shall explain a device 
for the purpose, assuming in advance some small precondi- 
tions for the experiment. 

T o  find, for a given point, the position of a plane mirror, 
in such a way that a ray of the sun coming in any direction 
to the said point shall be reflected to another point. 

Let A be the given point, and BA the given ray falling 
in some position. And let it be necessary that BA, which falls 
on a plane mirror concentrated about the point A, be reflected 
to the given point r. 

Let AT be joined by a straight line. Let the straight line 
AA bisect the angle BAI', and let there be conceived to be 
through A a plane mirror EAZ at right angles to AA. It  will 
be evident from the previous demonstration, that the ray BA 
falling on EAZ will be reflected to r: which was required. 

Then all the rays which fall in the same direction from 
the sun to the mirror, being parallel to AB, will be reflected 
in rays parallel to Ar .  Thus it is demonstrated that in what- 
ever position or direction with respect to the rays of the sun 
the point r lies, the reflection will be produced by the mirror 
towards the same point. And since combustion with burning 
mirrors occurs in no other way than by the conducting of a 
number of rays to one and the same point, it is natural that 
when the greatest heat is gathered, burning will occur. 

It is in the same manner that if there exists a fire in any 
place, the surrounding parts of the air nearby experience a 
corresponding degree of heat. If, conversely, we consider all 
the rays to be conducted into the central position, they will 
engender the power of fire. 

Therefore let it be required to conduct to the point 
which is distant not less than the stated interval, [e.g. bow- 
shot], other, different rays, from smooth, plane mirrors in 
such a way that the reflected rays being concentrated in one 
spot produce combustion. The result can be obtained by sev- 
eral men holding mirrors in the required position and aiming 
them at the point r. 
c. T o  avoid giving trouble by enlisting the help of many 
persons -we find that not less than twenty-four reflections 
are necessary to produce combustion - we devise the follow- 
ing method. 

Let there be a plane hexagonal reflector ABrAEZ and 
other similar reflectors adjacent and connected to the first 
along the straight lines AB, Br, FA, AE, EZ, each having 
a slightly smaller diameter and capable of being hinged about 
those straight lines, the connection being made by strips of 
leather or by ball and socket joints. If, then, we place the 
surrounding mirrors in the same plane as the central one, re- 
flection will obviously be in the same direction from each 
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conjoined mirror. Whereas, if the central mirror is left un- 
moved, and we incline all the surr?unding mirrors inwards 

towards the one at the centre, by a little discovery easily put 
to use, it is clear tllat the rays reflected from the surrounding 
mirrors will be directed to the middle of the original mirror. 
Then if proceeding in the same way, we arrange other mirrors 
around those that we have just mentioned, so that they can 
be inclined towards the central mirror, and then collect the 
rays in the same spot in the manner described, combustion 
will occur at the given position. 

d. Conlbustion will be caused more effectively if fire is pro- 
duced by means of four or five mirrors, or even as many as 
seven, and if they are distant from each other in proportion 
to their distance from the point of combustion, in such a 
manner that the rays cut each other and produce the desired 
heating more intensely. For when the mirrors are in one place 
the reflected rays cut each other at very acute angles, so that 
almost the whole space surrounding the axis is heated and 
bursts into flame. Hence the combustion does not only occur 
about the single given point. Moreover, it is possible to blind 
the sight of an enemy by the construction of these same plane 
mirrors, because when the enemy advances, he does not see 
the approach of his adversaries, who have plane mirrors fitted 
to the upper parts, or to the insides, of their shields; so that 
the sun's rays are reflected to the enemy in the manner 
described, and they are easily routed. [The text is frag- 
mentary here]. 

e. Therefore combustion at a given distance is possible by 
means of burning mirrors or reflectors, as well as the other 
effects described. Indeed, those who recall the constructions 
of the god-like Archimedes, mention that he effected ignition 
not by means of a single burning mirror but by several. And 
I think that there can be no other means of causing burning 
at so great a di~tance."~' 

In the preceding passage Anthemius affirms that a num- 
ber of hexagonal mirrors placed about a central hexagonal 
mirror and inclined towards the central mirror will cause 
burning when the sun's rays fall vertically upon the centre. 
He does not state here that the mirrors will effect the greatest 
concentration of heat when they are arranged as tangents to 
a parabola. When the mirrors are close together and reflect 
the rays of the sun at acute angles to the axis, the space in 
which burning will occur is increased, since it will not be 
confined to the focus. 

Anthemius reasonably denies that Archimedes could ever 
have used a single mirror to set fire to the Roman ships at 
Syracuse, because its focal length and the area of the reflector 
would have been gigantic, and quite beyond his resources. 
But a number of small mirrors arranged to reflect the rays of 
the sun to a single point can be used to blind an enemy force, 
and in favorable conditions may even cause ignition, when 
aimed accurately, beyond the range of bowshot. Given a large 
number of mirrors, they may be placed at will as tangents to 
a spherical, ~arabolic, or any other curved surface. There 
remains the difficulty, of which Anthemius writes, that the 
object to be burned must be in the direction from which the 
sun's rays come. 

At Rome in 1646 there appeared the work of Athanasius 
Kircher, Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae i n  decem libros digesta. 
In the fourth problem of his tenth book Kircher conceived 

29Sc. at the distance of several hundred paces from the walls of Syracuse 
to the ships of Marcellus. 
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five plane mirrors directed at the same object one hundred 
feet distant, and observed that the heat became almost intol- 
erable after the addition of the fifth mirror, each mirror being 
one foot across. This is essentially the method suggested by 
Anthemius. Kircher had seen a concave mirror which car- 
bonized wood at fifteen paces distance. He  visited Syracuse 
and, assuming that the Roman ships were only thirty paces 
from the walls of the city when they were thrown into the air 
by the engines of Archimedes, supposed that Archimedes 
burned the fleet when it was very close to the walls, by means 
of a concave mirror. His conclusion is surprising because he 
accepted the story that Proclus used plane mirrors to burn 
the fleet of Vitalian.30 

After Vitello the subject of burning mirrors was also 
taken up by Oronce Fink3' in his De speculo ustorio ignem 
ad propositam distantiam generante (Paris, 1551), by Des- 
cartes, and by Buffon. Here an observation of Gibbon32 
may be recalled: "Without any previous knowledge of Tzetzes 
or Anthemius, the immortal Buffon imagined and executed a 
set of burning-glasses, with which he could inflame planks at 
the distance of 200 feet. What miracles would not his genius 
have performed at the public service, with royal expense, and 
in the strong sun of Constantinople or Syracuse?" Gibbon 
ignores Sir Isaac Newton's work on burning mirrors. 

Hero of Alexandria gave the maximum range of ancient 
artillery as two ~tades,3~ a range beyond which it is conceiv- 
able that Archimedes attempted, notwithstanding the silence 
of Polybius and Livy, to blind the enemy's sight, if not to burn 

30 L. Dupuy, MBmoires de FAcade'mie des Insc+tkms [de Paris], 42 
(1786), 450. Zonaras, Epitomae, ed. M. Pinder, 3 (Bonn, 1897), 138, line 
30, probably following George Monachus and adding the mirror "out of his 
head": E. Gibbon, ed. Bury, Decline and FaU of the Roman Empire, 4 (New 
York, 1914), 258, n. 96. 

31 Oronto Fineo. 

32Ed. Bury, 4 (New York, 1914), 259, n. 99. 

33 V. Prou, "La Ressorts-Battants de la Chirobaliste d'HBron d'Alexandrie," 
Notices et Eztraits des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Nationale, xxxi, 1 
(Paris, 1884), 481. P. Ver Eecke, op.cit. xxiii,. 

his ships' timbers, by means of carefully directed plane mir- 
rors. 

e. (cont.) "Whereas the ancients mentioned the usual burn- 
ing mirrors, and described how the construction of their sur- 
faces of incidence should be effected, treating them mechani- 
cally only and setting out no geometrical demonstration for 
the purpose, and while they said that they were conic sections, 
yet did not show of what kind and how produced, we shall 
attempt to set out some constructions for such surfaces of inci- 
dence, not giving them without demonstration but authen- 
ticated by geometrical methods. 

Let the diameter of the burning mirror which we wish 
to construct be AB, and the point to which we wish the re- 
flected rays to be diverted be the point A on the straight line 
I'EA, which lies at right angles to AB and bisects it. Let E 
be supposed to lie at the bisection of AB; join BA. 

Let BZ be drawn through B parallel to AEI? and equal 
to BA, and through Z let ZI' be drawn parallel to BA cutting 
Am at r. Let r A  be bisected at the point @. 

BE will then be the depth of the surface of incidence 
about the diameter AB, as will be evident from what follows. 

Let the straight line BE be divided into an indefinite 
number of equal parts, say as in the present construction 
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three, EK, W, AB. Through K, A let AM, KN be drawn 
parallel to Bz,  W. Let the angle ZBA be bisected by the 
straight line BE!, the point Z being considered to be midway 
between the parallels Bz, AM. 

Let the said parallels all be produced to the neighbor- 
hood of A, to the points n, P. 

I say that the ray IIB which lies parallel to the axis, that 
is to EA, and falls on the mirror ZB at the point B, will be re- 
flected to A, since the angle ZBA is bisected, and reflection 
takes place at equal angles as proved previously. Similarly 
we shall cause the ray PA to be reflected to A in this manner. 

For let the straight line E!A be joined; similarly EM, 
Z z .  Clearly EA is equal to EZ because the angle at B is bi- 
sected. But Ez is equal to EM because they are carried to 
the points z, M, Erom which Z is equidistant. Then ZM is 
equal to ZA. 

Let the angle MZA be bisected by ZTT, (T be considered 
to lie midway between the parallels MA, NK) cutting the 
parallel Mh at T. By the same reasoning it will be demon- 
strated that MT is also equal to TA and TA . . ." [the frag- 
ment ceases here]. 

The construction continued with the bisection of the 
angle NTA, the next in order after ZBA and MEA. Then 
the bisecting line through T will meet NK at a point, say 
T, so placed that a ray passing along KN will be reflected 
from a mirror in the position at the point Y! to 

If the number of parallels is increased by drawing them 
so as to bisect ZM, MN, NI' respectively, points on them may 
be determined from which mirrors will reflect rays to A. The 
greater the number of mirrors, the greater becomes the con- 
centration of rays at A, until the reflecting surface approxi- 
mates to a parabola and A is its focus. 

By revolving the parabola about rE, we obtain the re- 

34Cf. T. L. Heath, Biblwtheca Mathematics, 73 (Leipdg, lW), 230. 
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flecting surface required to cause combustion, viz . :  a concave, 
~araboloid mirror. 

The method here employed is analogous to that for the 
construction of an ellipse and not less pretty. Anthemius de- 
scribes a method for drawing a parabola by means of tangents, 
so that when each tangent is drawn, the point of contact to 
the parabola is simultaneously determined. 

The construction depends upon the fact that every tan- 
gent makes equal angles with the axis and with the focal 
distance of the point of contact. Moreover, the distance from 
the directrix to any point on the curve is equal to the distance 
between the point on the curve and the focus. 

Anthemius is the first ancient geometer known to have 
made use of the directrix, but he cannot be considered the 
discoverer of the property of the focus and directrix in conic 
sections. It is true that in Apollonius the foci are obtained 
without reference to the directrix and the focus of the para- 
bola does not appear at all. But Pappus gives the focus-direc- 
trix property as a lemma to the Surface Loci of Euclid. Hence 
Heath35 inferred that the property was assumed without proof 
in Euclid's work. Aristaeus may therefore have been the first 
to prove it, possibly in his Solid Loci. 

Anthemius probably obtained his knowledge of the focus- 
directrix property from Pappus, since Apollonius did not 
prove it, and Pappus in the view of Anthemius cannot have 
been numbered amongst "the ancients." His claim to origi- 
nality lies in the use made of the property in the construction 
of the parabola, which provides striking evidence that mathe- 
matical creativity was not dead in the sixth century A.D. 

s5 Greek Mathematics, 1 (Oxford, 19211, 243; Vol. 2, p. 119. Cf. Pappu, 
ed. F. Hultach, 2 (Berlin, 1877), 1005, a. 2 



Fragmentum Mathematicum Bobiense 

Translation and Notes 

"For since the rectangle AT, AH is equal to the square 
on EH, and r A  is quadruple AB, therefore four times the 
rectangle BA, AH, that is four times the rectangle BA, AA, 
is equal to the square on HE. 

The square on HE is equal to four times the square on 
AZ. Therefore the rectangle BA, AA is equal to the square 
on AZ. 

Therefore the angle U B  is right. But AZ is equal to ZE. 
Therefore AB is equal to BE. 

That proved, let there again be a conic section, a parab- 
ola, of which the diameter is AB, and the parameter AI', and 
let AB be equal to one quarter of AI', and from any point on 
the section let EZ be drawn parallel to AB. Join EB. 
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It  is required to prove that z E  is reflected at the section 
at an equal angle. Let the tangent AEH be drawn. Now from 
what has already been proved, AB is equal to BE. Therefore 
the angle EAB is equal to the angle AEB. So is the angle AEA 
to the angle HE@. Let mixtilinear angles be taken ( y w v l a ~  

8 ~ 4 4 0 ~ 0 ~ ) ;  then the remaining angles BEA and OEZ are equal. 
Likewise we shall prove that all rays parallel to AB will be 
reflected, at equal angles, to the point B. 

Now the mirrors which are constructed with their sur- 
faces of incidence having the curve of the section of a right- 
angled cone, in the manner described, will easily cause burn- 
ing at the point named [the focus of the parabola]; but a 
further proposal must now be made about the arcs of a circle, 
how long they must be and where they must be placed to 
cause combustion. The  ancients supposed that combustion 
would occur about the centre of the mirror, but that their 
view was false, Apollonius, as, was very necessary, demon- 
strated in his treatise O n  the Researchers into Mirrors, and 
he made clear in his treatise O n  the Burning Mirror about 
what position ignition will occur. Yet he does not clarify the 
proof which the ancients give, but follows it rigidly, which 
makes his treatment laborious and rather long. I t  is not to be 
thought that we shall overlook the demonstrations given by 
him; but those which we ourselves adduce, we shall attempt 
to set out, not as though we were putting them in competition 
with his proofs (for that would be to make a swallow the peer 
of swans), but because we are ourselves able to provide further 
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hypotheses for those who are interested in mathematical 
studies. 

Let there be a circle with arc ABI', in which AI' is the 
side of a square [inscribed in the circle]; the centre of the 
circle is A. Let AEB bisect AT; and let BA be bisected at 8. 
And from any point let ZH be drawn parallel to AB. I say 

that ZH will be reflected at an equal angle towards a point 
between E and 0 .  For let AH, H e ,  HE be joined. Since 
BB passed through the centre, 0 H  is greater than @B, but 
8 B  is drawn equal to @A. Then H 0  is greater than A@. 
Hence, the angle @AH, that is the angle AHZ (for they are op- 
posite angles between parallels) is greater than the angle AH@. 
But since I'E is greater than EH (for El? is farther from the 
centre, and EH is nearer), I'E is equal to EA, as we shall show; 
then EA is greater than EH. 

Hence the angle EHA is greater than the angle EAH, that 
is the angle AHZ (whereas the angle @HA was proved less than 
AHZ). Then the angle AHZ is greater than the angle @HA, but 
less than EHA. Thus an angle made equal to AHZ will fall 
between the points E, 8. 

Let the angle KHA be equal to the angle AHZ. Since AHB 
is equal to AHr, (for AH passes through the centre of the circle, 
and the angles of a semicircle are equal to each other) it fol- 
lows that the straight line HZ and the arc HT make an angle 
equal to the angle between the straight line HK and the arc HB. 

Similarly the other rays which are drawn parallel to BA 
will be reflected at equal angles at the circumference to a 
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point between E and 63. And along the whole arc ABI' rays 
travelling parallel to BA will be reflected at equal angles to 
a position between E and 8. If BA remains fixed, and the 
segment ABI' is moved about it [as axis], then a spherical 
surface will be developed, with respect to which the rays 
parallel to BA, reflected at equal angles, will meet between 
the points E, 8. 

When, therefore, a mirror has been constructed with 
ABr as surface of incidence, and the arc is placed in such a 
way that BA faces towards the centre of the sun, the rays 
travelling from the sun parallel to BA, and falling on the 

1 ,  

reflecting surface. . . 

Here the conclusion is lost in a lacuna. Having demon- 
strated the focal properties of a parabola, the author proceeds 
to a geometrical proof of the corresponding properties of a 
spherical reflector. From the argument preceding the lacuna 
it is reasonable to infer that the contrast between the concen- 
tration of rays at one point in a paraboloid mirror, and the 
gathering within a delimited space of parallel rays falling 
on a spherical reflector, was emphasised. T h e  converse argu- 
ment that only those rays will be reflected through the centre 
of a spherical reflector which fall perpendicularly on the sur- 
face probably appeared at this point. It was used by Alhazen 
and by Vitello in discussing the properties of spherical reflec- 
tors, but their proofs derive from Ptolemy's Optics. 

We have here one of the earliest statements on record 
that the parabola possesses a focus. Even if Apollonius was 
familiar with the focal properties of the parabola, as Zeuthen 
showed to be most probable,36 we cannot assume that our 
author lived close in time to Apollonius, because he too is 
aware of the focal properties of the parabola. That would 
only show that the Fragmentum Mathematicum Bobiense was 
written later than Apollonius, a conclusion already established 

36H. G.  Zeuthen, Die Lehre von der Keqelschnitten im Altertum (Copen- 
hagen, 1886), 367. 
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from the fragment, since Apollonius is named in it. Pappus 
writing at the end of the third century A.D., is the earliest 
author even to mention a focus of the parabola,37 and since 
our author is fully aware of the property, he may be fairly 
considered later than Pappus. A second focus of the parabola 
was unknown in antiquity: Kepler first postulated the exist- 
ence of the "caecus focus," which is taken to be at infinity 
either witlzozlt or within the curve. 

The  lacuna following the treatment of the spherical re- 
flector was tentatively restored by Heiberg, who proposed a 
comparison between the relative dimensions of two cones oE 
different height, but having equal bases. Ver Eecke compares 
Euclid, Elements XII, 15: "The bases of equal cones or cylin- 
ders are reciprocally proportional to their heights, and if the 
bases of the cones or the cylinders are reciprocally propor- 
tional to the heights, the cones or the cylinders are cqual to 
each other." 

The  fragmentary passage cannot be restored to give con- 
tinuous sense. The  following is a literal version: ". . . con- 
structed. . . . Then, since the cube of the straight line Pr 
is to the cube of the straight line NI, as the column El? is 
to the column AI, and as the cube of pr to the cube of NI 
is to . . . it is clear that the column r is to the column AI, 

"M. Cantor, Vorlesung iiber Geschichte der Mathematik, 1 (Leipzig, 
18941, 328. Cf. J. L. Coolidge, A History of the Conic Sections and Quadric 
Surfaces (Oxford, 1945), 13; 0. Neugebauer, "Apollonius-Studien," Quellen und 
Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik . . ., Abt. B, Vol. 2 (1932), 215-254. On thc 
focus of the parabola see op.cit. 236. 
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. . . to . . . to . . . the same to the given . . . the same 
to the given. And as the columns PH, AI are to each other 
. . . and the lines NA . . ."38 

"In the history of the subject it is clearly demonstrated, 
both in Archimedes and in Apollonius, that they are recipro- 
cal; hence there is no need for us to prove the matter again, 
but to make use of an established conclusion. And what fol- 
lows ought not to be neglected. For research into such matters 
as mechanics, as we have said, belongs fittingly and thoroughly 
to him who would rightly be called the son of the Muses. 

Firstly, then, when any solid body is raised to a height 
the lifting is effected more easily with mechanical assistance, 
when a beam is pivoted about its centre of gravity; for when 
that is not done, the lifting is difficult for those who are draw- 
ing on the beam. Moreover, any weight can be transported 
without effort and easily to any chosen position, when it is 
raised from the centre of gravity. Many scientists have shown 
in their mechanical works that such a claim is admissible. At 
any rate spears and similar objects are very easily lifted at 
their mid-points (for about that position is the centre of 
gravity); but less easily at their extremities; balances and ob- 
jects of that nature have comparable properties. For when 
the weights balance we can easily take hold and lift them up  
into the air, and then carry them wherever we want. But 
when the weights are not placed in equilibrium and we do 
not take hold of the object by the centre, to lift them is diffi- 
cult, because the inequality of the weights prevents a balanced 
movement. The  reason being obvious, it is easy to see that 
any solid body can be raised by its centre of gravity; for the 
lifting of a weight by the centre is easy. But how . . . 2 9  

The  remainder cannot be restored. Diels who was inter- 
ested in the palaeographical features of the text, called the 
concluding passage of the extant fragment "schoolmasterly." 
It  is true that the thought is shallower than in theoretical pas- 
sages, the repetitive and didactic manner of the exposition 

38Pos5ibly we have here a comparison between the centres of gravity of 
cylindrical columns and of cones having the same diameter at their bases 
and the same height. 
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contrasting with the precise language of Archimedes and other 
Hellenistic writers on mechanics. The laboriousness of the 
concluding passage supports the view of Belger and Heiberg 
that the Fragmenturn was composed in early Byzantine times. 
The thought is not original, but expository, suggesting the 
slavish reading of an Hellenistic model. Our author, we may 
conclude, was interested in mechanics, but only in the study 
of optics did he possess any deep theoretical knowledge. 

The Authorship of the 

Fragrnentum Mathematicum Bobiense 

Instances of archaic terminology have been used to sup- 
port an early date, between Apollonius and Diocles, c. 250- 
180 B.c., for the author of the Fragmenturn. Thus Heath 
(Greek Mathematics, 2 [Oxford, 192 1 1, 203) claimed that he 
must be earlier than Diocles, because Diocles is made by Euto- 
c i ~ s ~ ~  to employ the words "ellipse" and "hyperbola," and not 
to speak of "sections of an acute-angled" and "sections of an 
obtuse-angled cone" respectively. His argument would have 
more force, if we could be certain that Eutocius himself had 
not introduced the words "ellipse" and "hyperbola" into his 
statement of the proof of Diocles. Eutocius gives the proof of 
the problem left unsolved by Archimedes in O n  the Sphere 
and Cylinder (11, 4 )  and attributes it to Diocles' book O n  
Burning Mirrors. He adds a proof of a method of drawing an 
hyperbola, which is taken from Apol lon i~s ,~~  to the proof of 
Diocles, and he may have introduced the Apollonian termi- 
nology in stating the proof of Diocles. Elsewhere, Eutocius 
does introduce the word "parabola" into his account of a proof 
by Menaechmus, who could never have used the word, since 
he lived before Apol l~n ius .~~  

It is, however, possible that Diocles used the Apollonian 
terminology of hyperbola, parabola, and ellipse. His termi- 
nology is in that case no help to us in dating the author of 
the Fragmenturn, who still uses the archaic terminology d 
conic sections although he has read the works of Apollonius. 

39 Archimedes, Vol. 3 ed. Heiberg, p. 196, 198. 

40 op.cit. 208, line 5. 4 1  op.cit. 94, line 1. 
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Hence we may only infer that he had read authors earlier 
than Apollonius besides the master himself. 

Our author does use the word "parabola"; his expression 
I' a conic section, a parabola" combines old and new terminol- 
ogy in an attempt at greater clarity and precision. We recall 
that Anthemius had stated that the ancients had shown burn- 
ing mirrors to be conic sections without any proof of the fact: 
while the author of the Fragmentum proceeds to prove that 
the conic required to reflect parallel rays to a single given 
point is a parabola. 

Heath's argument is therefore a weak one; for the expres- 
sions "sections of an acute-angled cone" and "sections of an 
obtuse-angled cone" do not of themselves date the Fragmen- 
turn earlier than Diocles and close to Apollonius. It is the 
use of the word "parabola" which dates our author later than 
Apollonius: how much later must be determined on other 
grounds. 

Our author uses curvilinear angles, to which reference 
later than Euclid is rare, and he follows Archimedes in speak- 
ing of the "diameter" of a parabola instead of the Apollonian 
term "axis." He has the highest regard for Apollonius, yet 
his praise of Apollonius and Archimedes is not that of an 
admiring contemporary, but rather of an historian of his sub- 
ject. He is equally at home in the old Archimedean terminol- 
ogy and the newer Apollonian. In mechanics he follows 
his Hellenistic model slavishly and his tone is thoroughly 
Byzantine. 

A contemporary of Apollonius could conceivably have 
called the predecessors of Apollonius ot ~ a ) l a ~ o l ;  but the 
natural interpretation of the passage describing the work of 
Apollonius on spherical mirrors places Apollonius amongst 
the "ancients." Consequently it is very difficult, I think, to 
believe that the author of the Fragmentum lived close in time 
to Apollonius himself. If he had done so, he would have been 
more thoroughly influenced by his revolutionary terminology 
and Iess eclectic. 
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The title mpi ~ a p a 6 d f w v  CLrl~awp.Ci~wv suggests that the trea- 
tise of Anthemius cannot have been purely optical in content. 
Anthemius, being an architect, would have been interested in 
mechanics and have described mechanical devices in his work. 
Both he and the author of the Fragmentum claim to have 
studied Archimedes. The complaint of Anthemius that the 
ancients did not make a geometrical demonstration of their 
opinions about burning mirrors is very like the statement of 
our author that Apollonius, having shown that the Catoptrici 
were wrong in assuming that the point of ignition in a spher- 
ical mirror reflecting the sun's rays is the centre, failed to give 
a complete demonstration of the correct position of ignition. 
Our author claims to be continuing the work of Apollonius, 
whose conclusions were correct, but whose proofs were inade- 
quate. Such is the claim of Anthemius. 

Therefore the similarities between the two texts strongly 
suggest that they are the work of the same author, an eco- 
nomical conclusion which enables us to supplement our 
knowledge of Anthemius, and to explain some of the diffi- 
culties of the Fragmentum Bobiense. If we adopt the sugges- 
tion that Anthemius wrote the Fragmentum Bobiense, much 
that was previously obscure becomes clear. In the first place, 
the work of Anthemius was not misnamed; the m p i  ~ a p a 8 d & 1 v  

pI)~aqp.Ci~wv was not solely concerned with reflectors, but con- 
tained at least one part devoted to mechanical handling and 
the raising of weights about their centre of gravity, a matter 
of some interest to the architect of St. Sophia. In one part of 
his work Anthemius demonstrates the efficiency of paraboloid 
reflectors in causing burning at a single position; in another 
he explains what Apollonius had only stated in refutation of 
the Catoptrici, why the spherical reflector does not concen- 
trate parallel rays falling upon it at a point; in a third section 
he proves that a ray coming from any position whatever can 
be directed to a single point. In both surviving portions of 
his treatise he reveals a deep knowledge of the properties of 
tangents. Throughout his wide reading of the classics of Hel- 
lenistic science is evident; both portions reveal that his special 
interests were in Archimedes and Apollonius. 
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Anthemius was one of the last great geometers of antiq- 
uity. His skill as an architect, of which a visible memorial 
survives to this day, need not obscure his merits as a geometer. 
Indeed, the Arab estimate of Anthemius as the peer of Ar- 
chimedes in the study of mirrors was not based upon a mis- 
conception of his originality. In his building and in his writ- 
ings, and in the work of his contemporaries, there is proof that 
the age of Justinian witnessed a late flowering of creative 
mathematical thinking. We recognize that Anthemius was a 
distinguished follower of the great Hellenistic geometers. 

Some Previous Studies of the 
Fragmentum Mathematicum Bobiense 

A part of the text was first published by Angelo Mai in 
1819 in his Ulphilae partis ineditae specimen, at Milan. 
The fragment originated at Bobbio and is now in Milan. I t  
covers the last sixteen lines of page 113 and thirty-six lines of 
page 114 of the Ambrosean MS L.99, which contains in a dif- 
ficult Lombardic hand the Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville. 
More was printed by Amedeus Peyron in his work M. Tull i  
Ciceronis orationum pro Scauro etc. fragmenta inedita ed. 
Amed. Peyron. Idem praefatus est de bibliotheca Bobiensi, 
cuius inventarium anno MCCCLXI confectum edidit atque 
ilustravit (Stuttgart and Tubingen, Cotta, 1824). Peyron gave 
only the beginning of the fragment, omitting the geometrical 
proof "quae tot geometricis siglis atque scripturae compendiis 
scatet, ut lectu difficilis difficilius declarari possit." He con- 
cluded that the fragment was not by Anthemius (pages 203-4, 
no. 103). 

The first thorough edition was published by Christian 
Belger of Berlin in Hermes, 16 (1881), 261-284. He im- 
proved Peyron's text and gave the remainder more fully. In 
the geometer's comparison of himself to Apollonius he recog- 
nized at first traces of an hexameter [i.e. ~ K V O L O  X ~ X ~ ~ 8 6 ~ ~ ~ ] .  
K ; K V O ~ L  X E A C L ~ ~ V C P  is closer to the original. Belger's edition was 
mainly concerned with palaeographical problems, but to the 
same volume of Hermes C. Wachsmuth and M. Cantor con- 
tributed an expository article, containing an improved text 
of the geometrical proof and a German translation of the text 
relating to the spherical mirror [pp. 637-6421. 

Belger had attempted to date the fragment from its vocab- 
ulary and from the stenographic system employed. He ad- 
duced some correspondences between the terminology of the 
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fragment and the words used by Anthemius; and from the 
form of the handwriting concluded that the original was not 
later than the seventh century A.D. Wachsmuth, however, 
proposed that the Fragmentum Bobiense was part of the rcpi 

m p l o v  of Diocles, but in doing so he may have been influ- 
enced by Cantor's opinion (p. 642), which he later abandoned, 
that the orthography was Hellenistic owing to the supposed 
omission of the letter I from the figures. T h e  argument from 
letters is weak, since Archimedes used I in his figures: for 
instance in the Quadrature of the Parabola. I appears on the 
cones at the end of the complete text of the Fragmenturn 
Bobiense. Critical studies of parts of the fragment had already 
been made by H. Diels (Hermes, 12 [1877], 412-425) and 
C. Graux (Revue Critique, 2 [1876], 275). 

Heiberg's detailed treatment in the Zeitschrift fur Math- 
ematik und Physik (28 [18831, Hist.-litt. Abt. 121-129) ex- 
presses the view that the Fragmentum may be the work of 
Anthemius and suggests that the portion relating to the para- 
bola concludes the argument at the close of the ncpi rrapa- 

S65ov p7)Xavrlpi~wv. Heiberg pointed out that if Anthe- 
mius had truly claimed that none of his predecessors had 
proved the geometrical properties of paraboloid mirrors, the 
Fragmentum Bobiense could not be earlier than Anthemius. 
T h e  Byzantine architect was the last Greek geometer known 
to have contributed to the theory of concave mirrors, and he 
alone was in a position to develop the ideas of Apollonius on 
foci, owing to his practical experience of such mirrors. Hei- 
berg concurred with the opinion of Belger that the language 
was Byzantine, but his views were contested by Heath in his 
article in Bibliotheca Mathematica, 7.+' Heath's strongest 
arguments are (1) that the Fragmentum Bobiense makes no 
allusion to the focus and directrix property of the parabola 
unmistakably known to Anthemius and (2) that the Fragmen- 
t u m  uses the pre-Apollonian term "section of a right angled 

"For Heiberg's reacbion cf. Biblwtheca Mathematica, 103 (1909/10), 
201-2, n. 3. Cf. G. Loria, Le Scienze esatte neU' ant& Grecia (Milan, 1914), 415. 
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cone." The  second argument has already been discussed. The  
first has little weight if we consider that so eclectic an author 
as Anthemius used, besides Pappus himself, sources earlier 
than Pappus, who was the first to state the property. The  
failure of the Fragmentum Bobiense to state the property may 
be used as evidence that it was stated elsewhere: namely, in 
the rrepi rrapaSgov pr lXaqpd~ov.  

Z e ~ t h e n ~ ~  allowed that the Fragmentum Bobiense was 
probably the work of Anthemius, but insisted that the frag- 
ment gave no support to the view that Apollonius was una- 
ware of the focal properties of the parabola. H e  considered 
it not impossible that Anthemius found the conic sections 
forming burning mirrors named in the rrp& TOGS K~TO?TTPLKO~)S 
of Apollonius, where incomplete proofs of their geometrical 
properties were given. Zeuthen's view well suits the state- 
ments of the Fragmenturn Bobiense about the work of Apol- 
lonius. 

Heiberg edited the Fragmentum Bobiense in his Mathe- 
matici Graeci Minores, pages 87-92. His text is printed in 
the present study and use is made of the textual comments in 
his article of 1883, pages 12 1-1 29. There is no good reason to 
doubt that the Fragmenturn is Byzantine now that a thorough 
edition of the two works has been given by Heiberg; the con- 
clusion that each is by Anthemius is the only one to conform 
with all the evidence. Ver Eecke, however, while expressing 
dissent from Heath's dismissal of Heiberg's original sugges- 
tions, proposed in his edition of 1940 that the author of the 
Fragmentum was a contemporary of Apollonius. The  author's 
comparison of himself to a swallow is said to be a studious 
attempt to avoid hurting the feelings of the great geometer. 
That is a suggestion hard to accept: for if the pupil were so 
studious to please his master, he would have been more polite 
had he not used the terminology which his master had ren- 
dered obsolete. 

43 11. G. Zeuthen, op.cit. 379, n. 1. 



Dupuy's Account of the Manuscripts of the 

IIEPI IIAPAAOZfiN MHXANHMATfiN 

Dupuy listed and consulted the following MSS (op. cit., 
pp. 396-399): 

A. Royal Library. Cot6 2370. 4". Parchment. Saec XVI. 
CK 749  TOG / ~ E ~ Y & ~ ~ O V  P p ~ ~ a A A ~ i p o v  x c ~ ~ o ~ p a + l a s  &EL awq (1 546). 
The  letters of the geometrical figures are in red. 

B. Royal Library. Cot6 2871. 4" (Colbert 3850): "Chartac. 
XVI saeculo scriptus, in quo 1 " Georgius Pisides de Creatione 
Mundi, 2" Pappi Alexandri Mechanica, 3" Anthemi Paradoxa 
Mechanica." 

C. Royal Library. Cot6 2440 in fol. In addition to the frag- 
ment of Anthemius it contains eight books of the S w a y w y r j  
of Pappus. The  eighth book of Pappus is also found in A 
and B. 

V. Dupuy's copy of the manuscript of Anthemius in the Im- 
perial Library at Vienna. "I1 n'est pas fort ancien au juge- 
ment de LambCcius: 'Charthaceus,' dit-ill 'mediocriter an- 
tiquus in quarto, constatque foliis 33.' La copie que j'ai reque 
porte i la fin du texte Grec une note conque en ces termes: 
Animadvertendum. Quae linea unica subducta sunt, Cor- 
rectoris alicuius manum indicant: quae vero duplici linea 
subducta sunt euisdem Correctoris manu, in primigenia scrip- 
tura obelo confixa fuisse notantur." 

R. Vatican. MS. Cot6 no. ccxviii. Parchment. Probably 
earlier than A.D. 1000. Iota adscript employed. Dupuy 
doubted du Theil's view that R was the archetype of all the 
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other MSS, because some errors in R are not found in ABCV. 
In addition to the work of Anthemius, the MS contains a frag- 
ment of a treatise on numbers, and the third book of the 
Xvvayoyrj  of Pappus. Du Theil copied the MS for Dupuy. 

Dupuy's statements were summarized by Westermann 
on pages xviii-xix of his edition. Lambecius gave an account 
of V in Commentar. de Augusta Biblioth. Caesar. Vindobon. 
VII, no. CIX; however he falsely described a Latin trans- 
lation by Ancantherius of a Greek treatise on numbers as a 
translation of Anthemius. These details are given by Dupuy 
op. cit., 397. 

Heiberg (Math. Gr. Min., 77) dated R in the eleventh 
century, following Hultsch, Pappi Alexandrii Coll., (Berlin, 
1876), vii, and considered the MS the archetype of all other 
surviving texts of Anthemius. His apparatus criticus there- 
fore reports only the readings of R; the variants in ABCV 
may be consulted in Westermann's edition. T h e  first and 
second pages of R are in a slightly later hand than the remain- 
der of the MS, which contains the S v v a y o y r j  of Pappus. 

There is a manuscript of Anthemius at Venice. It  is 
amongst a collection of scientific works listed by A. Dain in 
Miscellanea Galbiati I I I  (Fontes Ambrosianae xxvii), (Milan, 
Hoepli, 1951), 273-281, "Manuscrits de Venise 974-975- 
976." 



VIII 

Tzetzes and Anthemius 

John Tzetzes, the twelfth century grammarian and poet 
of Constantinople, devoted an article in his /3~/3Xlov b ~ o p ~ r c i j s  

to the praise of Archimedes. Amongst the Syracusan's inven- 
tions he names the mirrors, with which the ships of Marcellus 
were supposed to have been burned. His attempt to describe 
the burning mirrors shows that he ill understood the geomet- 
rical principles enunciated by Anthemius, whom he claims to 
have read."" 

'fls M & p ~ ~ X A o r  G ' i ~ k c r ~ ~ e  poA$v & ~ E ~ V U P  (SC. 6 h ~ d 8 a ~ )  T ~ ~ O V ,  

'Efdywv6v T L  K ~ T ~ T ~ O V  Z T I K T ~ V E V  6 yipwv,  

120 ' A d  82 8 ~ a u 7 7 j p a ~ o ~  uvpp&pov 70; K ~ T ~ P T P O V  

M L K ~ ~  TOL~STU K ~ T O T T ~ ~  Beis ~ e ~ p a ? ~ X i ;  y w v l a ~ s  
K~vo6peva A E T ~ V L  T E  ~ a l  TLUL y ~ y y X v p l o ~ s  

M&OV ~ K E ~ V O  T ~ B E L K C V  ~ K T ~ J W V  7 6 ~  $ X ~ O U  
M E U ~ ~ / ~ ~ L V S ~ P  ~ a i  OEPLV$S ~ a i  X E L ~ X ~ L W T & T ~ S .  

12 5 ' A v a ~ ~ w p C v o v  82 X O L T ~ V  cis T O ~ T O  T ~ V  ~ K T I V W V  
' E t a q ~ s  GpBT $o/3eph ~ v p h 8 ~ s  ~ a i s  dArtduc, 

Kai  ~ a i k a s  6ne~t?$hpwu~v ;K p r j ~ o v s  T O ~ O / ~ ~ X O V .  

119 ' E t 6 y w v  bvrr .  ed. Basil (151G), corr. Dupuy, Mkmoires de l'Acad. des Sciences 
[de  Paris] (1777), 430. 

125 cis ~ a i r r o  eis ~ ' a i r r b  Dupuy, p. 434. 

~ e ~ p a n h &  in line 121 was explained by Mdot as a mirror 
having twenty-four sides, four times as many as an hexagon. 
His interpretation finds no support in the text of Anthemius, 
who recommends that the number of burning mirrors should 

4*Tzetz., Chil. ed. Th. Kiessling (Leipzig, 1826), 45. 
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be increased from four to seven times, in order to insure burn- 
ing at the focus of the hexagonal mirrors which are inclined 
towards one another. Tzetzes believed that Archimedes used 
hexagonal mirrors, so arranged, to burn the fleet of Marcellus; 
his mistake is due to an hasty reading of Anthemius, who does 
not clearly make the transition from the discussion of hexa- 
gonal mirrors to the explanation of the method of burning at 
a distance with plane mirrors. As Dupuy saw, the reference 
to midday (or equinoctal), summer, and winter rays is a curi- 
ous confusion: Tzetzes has irrelevantly introduced into the 
discussion of Archimedes the conditions supposed in the first 
problem of the n ~ p i  .rrapa8dtwv p77xaqpd~wv.  

Tzetzes later remarks that many writers told the story 
about Archimedes at S y r a c ~ s e . ~ ~  T h e  most important was 
Anthemius the writer on paradoxes, and Hero and Philo, and 
every writer on mechanics. "From them we have learnt about 
ignition by burning mirrors, and every other science of those 
most skilled in mechanics, the lifting of weights, pneumatics, 
well-sinking; and also from the books of that sage Archime- 
des." It may be inferred from the words quoted that Anthe- 
mius not only was the chief source of Tzetzes' information, 
but also wrote on mechanical and hydraulic subjects. Since 
the F r a g m e n t z i m  Bobiense describes the lifting of a weight 
with a beam, we may conjecture that Tzetzes had read that 
portion of Anthemius' work also. T ~ e t z e s ~ ~  considered that 
Anthemius had read the works of Archimedes as his lines 
show: 

We have already supposed that the mechanical part of the 

46 Lines 150ff. Lucian, Hi- ch. 2, ed. N .  Nilen (Leipzig, 1906) 
says that the Roman ships were set on fire. Galen, De Temperamentis 3, 2 
is the first anther to mentioa the use of  mirrors. On the problem cf. E.  J .  
Dijksterhuis, Archimedes (Copenhagen, 1956), 28-29. 

46 Chil. xii, 457, 975. 
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Fragmentum Bobiense was indebted to an Hellenistic source: 
he may well have been Archimedes himself. 

Tzetzes, then, tells us little about Anthemius that may 
not be inferred from the geometer's own writings. After the 
silence of Polybius and Livy, his belief in Archimedes' use of 
burning mirrors is poor testimony to the truth of the story. 
Yet we may, with Gibbon "be more disposed to attribute the 
art to the greatest mathematicians of antiquity than to give 
the merit of the fiction to the idle fancy of a monk or sophist." 

IX 

Anthemius and Vitello 

Vitello 47 belonged to a Thuringian family, but he lived 
in Poland as he himself tells us: "In nostra terra, scilicet Po- 
10nie,"*~ he remarks in his Perspectiua (X, 74), and in the ded- 
ication of his book to William of Moerbeke he calls himself 
"filius Thuringor~zm et Polonorum." Born between 1220 and 
1230 he was the contemporary of Roger Bacon, Bonaventura, 
and Thomas Aquinas. 

In the introduction to his Perspectiua Vitello announces 
that he has not made extensive references to optical treatises, 
a claim which is rlot confirmed by the contents of the book. 
He writes: "librum hunc per se stantem effecimus, exceptis 
his quae ex elementis Euclidis, et paucis quae ex conicis ele- 
mentis Pergaei Apollonii dependent, quae sunt solum duo 
quibus in hac scientia sumus usi, ut in processu postmodurn 
patebit." His determination to avoid references to other 
sources is possibly strengthened by the "taedium verbositatis 
Arabicae, implicationis Graecae, paucitas quoque exarationis 
Latinae," to which he has previously referred in the dedication 
to William of Moerbeke. William himself had scientific inter- 
ests; but he did not possess the leisure to study mathematical 
authorities, when he engaged Vitello to undertake a work on 
optics for him. Vitello also remarks that many of the proofs 

47 On the life and writings of Vitello, Witelo, or Vitello see C.  Baeumker, 
"Witelo. Ein Philosoph und Naturforscher des XI11 Jahrhunderts," Beitrage 
zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters, Band 3, Heft 2 (Miinster, 
1908). Cf. M. Cantor, Vorlesung kc., 2 (Lei~zig, 19001, 98-99. 

4s On the geographical significmce of the expression see Baeumker, op.cit. 
211. 
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omitted in the Perspectiva are set out in his own book De 
elementatis conclusionibus, "in quo universaliter omnia con- 
scripsimus quae nobis visa sunt et quae ad nos pervenerunt a 
viris posterioribus Euclide, pro particularium necessitate sci- 
entiarum universaliter concl~sa ."~~ 

Yet Vitello often refers to authors besides Apollonius and 
Euclid. He makes frequent use of the Arab geometer Alhazen. 
Risner in his B$le edition supposed Vitello to have used 
Euclid, Pt~lemy,~O Apollonius, Theodosius, Menelaus, Theon, 
Pappus, and P r o c l ~ s , ~ ~  but we may doubt that he had access 
to all those authors. It is true that he had read widely in 
Greek geometry, but there are indications that he was an 
original thinker, not entirely dependent on his authorities. 
So much may be understood from his statements at the begin- 
ning of his work. 

Amongst the authors whom the learned Polc had read 
Anthemius may be numbered. The  fifth, sixth, seventh, 
eighth, and ninth books of the Persfiectiva are concerned with 
mirrors, the contents of the ninth being described thus: "In 
nono quoque de his quae fiunt a speculis columnaribus con- 
cavis et in eodem de speculis cluibusdam irregularibus, a 
quorum totali superficie fit reflexio lucis et virtutis ad punc- 
tum unum, quae specula comburentia dicimus, adiunximus 
tractatum." 

49Page 129, lines 29ff., ed. Baeumker. Cf. pp. 239-40. 
60The influence of Ptolemy's Optics on Anthemius cannot be proved. 

But Ptolemy had an importance in Arab and Mediaeval studies of optics 
and perspective greater than aay other Greek author. The importance of 
Ptolemy's Optics has been shown by A. Lejeune; most recently in his "Recher- 
c h e ~  sur la Catoptrique grecque d'apr6s les Sources antiques et medib 
vales," Acade'mie royale de Belge, Me'moires, 52, Fasc. 2 (1957). 

SIBaeumker, 234. F. Risner. In Vitellonis Perspectiva, 1. The full title 
of Risner's beautiful edition of Alhazen aad Vitello is: Opticae Thesaurus 
Alhazeni Arabis libn septem nunc primum editi. Eiusdm Liber de Crepus- 
mlis et Nvbium ascenswnibus. Item Vitelbnis Thuringopoloni Libri X .  Omnes 
instaurati, figurk illustrati & aucti, adiectds etiam in Alhazenum commentarijs, 
A Federico Risnero cum privilegw Caesareo & Regis Galliae ad sezen- 
nium. Bmikae Per Episoopos MDLXXZZ. The title of the part devoted to 
Vitello is: Vitellonis Thuringopoloni Opticae libn' decem. Instaurati, jigur- 
isqus novis iUustmti atque aucti: infinitisque erron'bus quibus antea scatebant 
expurgati A Federico R+ro Basileae. 

ANTHEMIUS AND VITELLO 

Dupuy first discussed the connection between Vitello and 
Anthemius. In  Book V, 65 Vitello, as Dupuy noted, establishes 
that with a single plane mirror perpendicular to the sun's rays 
it is impossible to light a fire; but with several mirrors it is 
possible to do so. In proof of the first part of the proposition 
he refers to his own work; but in discussing the remainder he 
observes that Anthemius, for reasons unknown to him, main- 
tained that twenty-four rays reflected so as to meet at a point 
on an inflammable material set fire to it. He adds that Anthe- 
mius joined seven hexagonal mirrors together closely (i.e. six 
placed around an hexagon at the centre), and claimed that by 
this means a fire could be caused at any distance whatsoever. 
The  first reference to Anthemius comes, directly or indirectly, 
from the extant part of the mpl napa66(mv pllxaqpd~av, where 
twenty-four people holding mirrors are said to be necessary to 
cause a fire. 

Vitello's next remarks suggest that he followed the rea- 
soning of Anthemius beyond the point where our manuscripts 
cease. If the hexagons are inclined to each other so that they 
can be circumscribed by a sphere, then all the rays which fall 
perpendicularly on the surface will be reflected to the centre; 
which will increase the heat inside. That is why, he says, it 
is better to form a spherical mirror with triangular sections, 
rather than with hexagons, because t h e  number of rays re- 
flected increases in proportion to the number of reflecting 
surfaces. "Quod si iidem hexagoni taliter ad invicem incli- 
nentur, ut ab una sphaera fiant circurnscriptibiles: tunc ad 
centrum illius sphaerae fiet reflexio omnium radiorum per- 
pendiculariter ab uno puncto illis superficiebus incidentium, 
et augebitur vigor calliditatis: unde tale speculum melius 
posset ex trigonis quam hexagonis componi, quoniam numero 
superficierum numerabuntur radii, et vii-tus augebitur 
caloris." 

The  statement that rays falling perpendicularly on a 
spherical mirror will be reflected through the centre is a miss- 
ing corollary of the proof in the Fragmenturn Bobiense that 
parallel rays falling upon a spherical mirror will not meet at 
the centre, a property there stated to have been made clear by 
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Apollonius. The  property described by Vitello has little prac- 
tical interest, for if there is only a single source of heat it must 
be placed at the centre of the spherical mirror, if all reflected 
rays are to be passed through the centre. Dupuy remarked 
(p. 440): "C'est donc le Soleil qui occupe le centre de cette 
sphkre. Mais est-il possible de tracer autour de cet astre, 
comme centre, une portion sphhique qui diffkre sensible- 
ment d'une surface plane?"; and he notes, "Ce raisonnement 
n'est pas moins concluant contre le Jksuite franqoise de GhP- 
vara, qui vouloit que son miroir caustique fOt une portion 
d'ellipse, dont un des foyers seroit occupC par le soleil." 

The penultimate proposition (IX, 43) claims our atten- 
tion: it states, "Speculo concavo concavitatis sectionis para- 
bolae soli opposito, ita ut axis ipsius sit in direct0 corporis 
solaris: omnes radii incidentes speculo aequidistanter axi re- 
flectuntur ad punctum unum axis, distantem a superficie spec- 
uli secundam quartam lateris recti ipsius sectionis parabolae, 
speculi superficiem caussantis. Ex quo patet quod a superficie 
talium speculorum ignem est possibile accendi." 

Vitello does not name Apollonius in his proof, and from 
his remarks in Proposition 40 it is clear that he did not con- 
sider that Apollonius had ever proved geometrically the focal 
properties of the paraboloid mirror. Since Anthemius, we 
have supposed, was the first to make use of them, it is possible 
that Vitello continues the proof of Anthemius beyond the 
point where our text ceases. Alhazen is not quoted here: 
hence Vitello's description of the paraboloid mirror was al- 
most certainly taken directly from Anthemius, without an 
Arabic intermediary. Thus the work of Anthemius was in a 
better state in the thirteenth century than it is now. Can- 
tor has stressed the accessibility of Greek manuscripts to West- 
ern writers in that period; during his travels in Italy Vitello 
could have had the opportunity of reading Anthemius. I can 
see no reason for supposing that Vitello did not know Greek 
well; his preface suggests that William of Moerbeke selected 
him for his linguistic ability.52 

62 William himself studied Arab works on optics and on burning mirrors. 
A useful survey of Moslem work on rmch mirrors is given by E. Wiedemann, 
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Proposition 44 is a description of a method of construct- 
ing a reflector having any curved surface whatsoever, includ- 
ing a paraboloid. Anthemius undoubtedly made mirrors, but 
Vitello claims the method as his own, and though we may 
doubt its efficacy, we cannot deny that he thought out the 
principle for himself. Vitello's confidence in his ability to 
construct a truly paraboloid mirror is unlikely to have been 
tested; the difficulty experienced by Huygens, Hooke, and 
Newton in the construction of paraboloic conoids for their 
reflecting telescopes four centuries later suggests that Vitello 
never attempted to apply his own method. 

"Zur Geschichte der Brennspiegel," Annalen der Physik und Chemie, N.F., 39 
(1890), 110-130. I have not seen the work of Gongava, Antiqui Scriptoris de 
speculo comburente concavitatis parabolae (Louvain, 1548), which quotea 
Apollonius; it is mentioned by Heath in his Archimedes (Cambridge, 1897), 
xxxviii. 
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5b2 nwjdoaoX~~ n.@ p%wx ?3nw~9 noqdnoon 5bd1a3dh~1 5bz ?fl% 

5042-p 5bn933d93X 3% 5b2 q302.3d 00j3db a go2 633gp &2 

wXjp w?nmt yzg qzq 4 mg~wuz ?wl~ '~TZ b ogXp33u3 ~WX (j 

tz rtoz3dhp 3g 5bz 5w,3gp 54nla31j13x 5bz ?* 

trl~3j~n3x~wz~x nonalag qz pwx 500@/l3d wg3dpynog' nopg & pz 

502~db~~9p 00aqddn~ QX~ mghbyf3 ?WX =.vg 4 g 00% ~fg 
5mjodq BQ &tla3dg3X '~8 4 @,a39 ~23~03 ~a$?g zwx 00~31jh~ 

a ~oz'~9p ?Q pzp,j .&~~adh~~ ,WWJ 594, ~g 4 $2 5p~ap + 
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AA i'dq Eazdv' Guzs xaZ ywvia 4 6x8 KAM ?6q hdzi zg 6zd 

MAA. dlR' 4 6zb  RAM ? ~ q  $66 zg 6x6 HAB. xazk xoevyijv 

y&q xai 4 5x6 M A A  diea ywvla Zuq Emi 2271 dnb HAB 
ywviy. dcir zadza 64 CnczEdov dpoiwg Ea6nzeov Y O O U ~ E V O V  ZOB 

HAM uvve~ods b'Yzos xai uvvqpp&vov z$ IIZO zeoisx3Yzc 5 

hudnzey, 4 AB ibqpserv4 dxzig dvax~aa87jaezac Erci zb A dbdr 

zqc IIA ed9eias. 

dpoiws 62 zir adz& norodvzeg xai hz i  z q ~  d B  sd8siag 

GsiSopsv d v  32 8servjlv dxziva z e o ~ z i m o v u a v  8zi zb dch 

z$< MSO &cizsdov 8uozzgov xai dvaxlwp€vqv Ezi zb A drir 10 

zqg SA e8Ssiac. 

&i zoivvv V O ? ~ U O ~ F V  zeds z$ B ~ q p e i y  dz7jv zrva zeei  zb 

a h 6  xEvzeov aitppezeov, zZuac a f  zeoazizzov~ar  dxzives dcir 

z + j ~  d z q g ,  ZOZ)Z&C drd B aqpsiov, Ezi zdr eieqpba xai 

uvvsxq dii7i2.065 $@onzga dvaxiaa3Quovzar hz i  zb A uqpeiov. 15 

Gvvazbv 6; xai UvvsxGs dr~ozopoOvzag zdg &i@7]p$Va< ywviac 

xai zir adz& ze&zzovzac drd nisr6vwv xai prxeozEewv Ea6n- 

rewv zijv OZHAMZO yeappijv xazaye&?&afi, 8 ~ 6 5 ,  si voq8siq 

?C&@ diZ0viX ~6%' BA? X E Q L ~ E ~ O ~ ~ V T ,  ~ Z O Z V X L ; ) G E ~  ~6 A B ~ ~ ~ E ~ O Y  
xic,8avoscddg $uozzeov, rzeq d i ~ a  draceofipavov xai kzrzopac6- 20 

psvov l s n i d ~  zcvi zaeaRlQly z$ deihvzc xai drd pdvov zod 

B zod zeds zg dzg B E X ~ ~ E ( . E V O Y  zdLg dxzivag xazd 7 ~ 2 6 ~ ~  S€urv 

~ E p n s r  hni zb A uqpeiov. 

>a d2 pij ( Z O Y D ~ E V )  U V Y E X E ~ <  08zw d~areEasrg xai Zzizsda 

8uozzen x a z a a x s v h ~ o m ~ ~  xai uvvzrlltEvz&g, (~x9r luo~ps9a  xai 25 

adzqs zqg y~appqg z t v  ~azaypay$v ,  8zwg yrvopc'Yov ze6g 

ndzijv Ep,t?oi€wc 4 ~ ( w v s i a )  zo8 zorov'zov hu6nzqov yivorzo. 

hirv ycle v07juwpsv z$ Z A  sd$eiy FUTV zr3sphyv (zjlv lTZ 
e8SstavJ &s~ab) 4 IIH sd9sia ?dq z$ H A .  Zzsi olfv 4 

5 HAM] HAM. 6 AB] AB. 22 brr!j] des. fol. 1'. 23 ndpnstv: 
29 IIH] lIZ corr. ex IIEZ. 

sd3sia Zaq hzE9q zfj ZA, X O C Y ~ ~  (zeouxsia8w 4 ZB')  8jlq d i p  

4 ITB F u ~  k d ~ i  zaig BZJ ZA.  diL' 4 DB Z U ~  E d ~ i  Z$ KB drCE 

zb Iuqv shar z4v 17H z$ HK, xai xazir zfg d~~ozopGag ezvar 

z f g  ywvias (zb H zqs 6 ~ 6 )  ITBK' xai 4 BK Zea Zuq ha6 

5 zaic BZ, ZA.  & l i d  4 KB Z G ~  kmi zatg BA, AA dr& zb Zuqv 

& h a &  Z$Y ( K A )  z$ A A  zai X O L V ~ ~ V  zijv A B .  xai a5 860 &pa 

ctl BA,  Fuas ~ i u i  dvaiv zaig BZ, ZA. 

(xazdr) z(&) adz& 84 dsr~84umar xai 4 BN Zuq zg BK 

xai zlj IIB xai a$ B s ,  ZA i'dac zaG (BA), rlA xai $rare 

10 BZ, Z A  cvvapydzeear uvvapyozEea6~ c h ~  kx zobzov dsixvva3a~ 

( 4 ~ )  z d ~  drd $08 B uqpsiov zspnopEYa< dxzivai xai dvaxlw- 

p#vag Ezi zb A ?dag shar zais Lo~na% z&ua< [ z & ~ ]  zd adz6 

norodbag. 

6; Z O ~ V V Y  ~ C C C Z E ~ V O ~ E V  ~ ~ & V O V  Z E @ ~ ~ Y O @ V ~ U  Z& A ,  

15 (B) qqpsia xai drir zqg dp~+js  TOY ,u~L~ova6iv hvaxhu3ac  

&x.rivw v, ygcryrj6ezac 4 sleqpEvq yqappij, fzeg IuEe~g $ma' ~ $ 5  

l v ~ y ~ p E v q S  djl;leii+hw~, zeds ijv d k d o j l s 6 ~  zoa ~ 1 e q p - 5 ~ 0 ~  dudz- 

18 mg. (scholium ad lin. 8 pertinens): &.si i'uq idtiv 4 A H  zfj KIT, 

xui 6ka zdzprltar I j  Snd AHK ywvia tfj HM, i'uq #pa xai 4 BWzfj MK. 
&la& 3 AM tfj MN i'q hi' xai 4 MN Zea (om.) z$ MK i'q Zmi. xai 
Jixa zQzpqtar I j  Snd KBN (xpp cod.) yovia zg BM' 'ioq Zea xai 4 KB 
zg BN. 

2 zak - Bmi] om. 5 KB] -B e corr. m. 2. 7 BAj corr. ex m. 2. 

9 tfj ITB] 4 ITB. at] 4. xai zars] xai at. 10 BZ] corr. ex BE. 11 $Pv] 
uestigia incerta. 12 zds] deleo. 18 seq. fig. 

Vldensk.Selsk. Hist.-fllol. Medd.XI11.3. 
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zoqzac, hc, ezzeq d d&eig z6zos @ 8 d  E ~ S E ~ ~ S  h i  zais 

+Reaxats Bxrtuev, &a) Sy' .?z~edv zc V E ~ W V  pfeo$ 8x3 zb 

hvavz~ov, 08% ofdv zE d&c 66d zdv eieqpEvwv zvqLwv y&vtU$ab 

zb q o z a S t v '  & E L Z ~  xai xazdc d ~ k ~ r q p a  Ixavbv zi) pE~e6 zqc 

8Sktpews dvayxdc~e xai  zb p&y&$oq zoo nveiov xazdr zds 8%- 5 

$$UELS zOv nalas(&iv) U~eddv cEd6varov &ha& y&vEu~ar.  &mc 
xazd z&s eteqptvas ExSfae~g ddr3vazov edldyws vop~/SEu~ae 

xai zd zeoza3Ev. 

4zeedjj 62 zjjv ~ e ~ s p r j 6 o v ~  dl$av o d ~  ot%v ZE duze xa$eIetv, 

EEzaucv hpoldyws tuzoeq3Evzoc, (5s zhc vaDs z5v zolepiov dcd 10 

zdv ~ R L ~ X O V  EUXavaev dxzcvwv, hva~xa iov  edld(ywS) xai xazd 

z s z o  dvvaz6v &iva6 ri) ze6j3Iqpa, xa i  +p&t$ $&wg?juam&g, 

xa9' 8uov o&v ze qv ~ ~ L U X ~ ~ U V Z E S ~  $ 4 ~  zoeatkqv hxSqudpe3a 

xazauxevt)~ f ieaxfa zzcv& n e ~ ~ ~ a l a ~ d v z s ~  Bva~xatce { e i ~  zB) 

a-ceoxsip~vov. 15 

zeds z q  doS&zr uqpeiy -!z~zEdov $udzz~ov 8Ccrcv e6e&tv, 

GOT& +V xazd ~GCOUV 8fimv C e ~ o p € ~ q v  &ci zb &ieqpfvov 

uqp~tov ijltaxil?, dxztva J z i  & E ~ O V  B v a x I ~ ? u Y a ~  U?~E;OV.  

?mo zd A 603fv,  i j  ~ O $ E ~ U L Y  xazd zcva S$ULY dxt is  Q 

DA, xai  dEov $UTW z4v BA 2ni zc Ebozzeov zgo6nizzovuav 20 

Cziz~dov xai  ~ v q p p f v o v  29. A aqpeiy dvax ldu3at  En; zL 

~OSLZ.V r u T ~ E ~ o ~ .  

& C . F ~ F ~ X ~ W  yde dnb ~ o i i  A 8x2 zb f 

d 9 e i a J  z~z,ulju3(w) 4 4x6 ( B A ) ~  ywvia 
23 d i p  zij A A  edS~i9 ,  xai  drd: zo0 A voei&w 2 5  + t h i ~ ~ d 0 ~  ~ U O ~ ~ C Z ~ O V  zd E A Z  ze6.g dg9).dc T$ 

( A A )  ~ $ 8  eiy' dqlov &rzas abzd3~v  8% z6v 
E A 

zeodederylr(vwv, u ) ~  ( IIA ( m i $  n e o ~ n i l r -  

- - - "" - 
1-2 -1. t a 2  JlAcaxais dxtiurv. 11 o 7 x G v .  dvayxaiov] dvctvxaiwq xai 

compp. 19 A] corr. ex P m. 2. 22 r] mut. in A m. 2. 2 4  dnd] des. 
fol. 1". 26 EAZ] m.1,  EBZ m. 2. 27 C'ata~] ci. 

zovua $x i  zb (EAZ $?uoxzeov hvaxlau9.jumac Ezi zb r '  6'rre~ 

 EL a-coefua~. 

xa i  z&bac diea a t  xazh zi/v adz4v SEULV ~ ~ 0 6 7 d E ~ z o v ~ a ~  

hxzives d z b  zo8 4l iov Ezi zd 3uozzeov zaqdRRgloc oduac zg 

AB d v a x l a ~ 3 ~ ~ o v z a r  xazd napaat.f i i lov~ dmtvas zg rA, cSs 
ds ixvvb~ar ,  6'26, %a$' ol6v Zozs pfeos ij' a tdrv  U?%j zd r 
uqpetov zij ijleaxij dxztve, dc& zo0 Ex~zEdov dudzzeov i j  dvd- 

x l a a s  Ez' adz6 ~ & V ~ U E Z ~ C .  xai  hnscdjj 4 zGv nveiwv eatpeg 

%a$' ).'aeov d ylvmas zelzov $ z q  zA&Gojas B X Z Z V U ~  &is zbv 

Zva xai  zdv adzbv Z ~ T C O V  u i~vdye69a~  xai  Z ~ S  xazd: xoeziyqv 

Sfepqs d9eoccop€vq< eixdzws xai $xxav~cv ydvsu3ar, xa9' 8v 

zedzov xai  nvgbg b ztvc z d ~ y  6zfie~ovzos zir z$ec$ p&q xa i  

zaeax~dpeva zo0 B€eoe uvpp&eoa zcvb~ d z o l a i r s ~  8eq@qzos, 

oflzwc, &i yo~uopev xai  Z O S ~ V L Y V Z ~ O ~  a-ck~as $)IE~VUS zds 3 ~ e p d -  

zqzac Ezi zbv ~ ~ U O Y  ( T V V ~ Y E ~ ~ O L ~  zdnov, z 4 ~  ZOO eipqp$vov 

zirqbs dzozeI$uwu~ 66vap~v. dfov O ~ V  ~ O T O  xa i  q b g  ~ $ 3  r 
aqpeiy dyemOzc z00 A O ~ X  g?.azzov $ zi) ~ i e q p . 5 0 ~  dckmqpa 

zeodayay&ZV %a? fizfpas dtaydeovs dxztvac d z b  kncn8dwv 

6 j~0 iwv x a i  %wv $u6rwewv, &UTE zils B J a x l d b e ~ ~  6y' f v  (FxsL- 

y'. i'va dC? p $  ~ U U X F ~ C C ~ V W ~ E Y  zi&i06'v ~ 0 5 ~ 0  E Z L Z ~ Z Z O V Z E ~ .  
&beicTxop&v ydce, (Sg O ~ X  &azzov i d  d v a x ~ d i ~ e w v  p $ & e  zb 

g ~ z w  Czinedov 8faywvcxbv guomeov zd ABrJEZ xa i  zodzy 

zaeaxs ip~va &sea 8posa ibozzea Egaymvexd xa i  uvvqppEva 

z+ reoz6ey xazd zdg ~ i p 1 ] p f V a ~  AB, U r ,  Td, d E ,  EZ,  ZA 

1 rl incertum et correctum. 4 $aonsqov] ras. 9 litt. 8 adtd] ad?. 

1 2  n v ~ d s .  1 6  oinot~A~uoac. 2 0  3 u r s  futac] 8 n s ~  xai. 2 3  seq. fig. 28 6l- 
aywvrx&] m. 1, tergaywvrxd m. 2 .  2 9  ZA] om. 



7eJsxa uon .B!d 'oaIap ['JIE) & -59 [soyLyypdaz 

'~3 [zg '59 [~oykyypdnu p~ [$+A [zz -oalap [spdu 6 I -5pz [5Dlpnl L 1 

noupz [noipoz 01 -np ,ilan,np .Jas g -uro C3 g -mn~~a~u! [7ugssuyBi g 

-nznx Slropodnz 5b2 ?us 59 QQ cn~ppxoxq 'log! wzwd4ds 3zox 

-bpw~q 5?3 w23~p3 38 4 mQ~@69~ ?wx -noykp ?a292 5&j 51? 

I~V- nbz noa23dpqp ~33% 40% 5m$pdd$ go% 50~pg' 30 4 9amJ 

?XU .no23dh9 @ 42 gJWX wX* pJ $0$~)@%32 ?WX '~0~3dh9 J 43. 

qznx jgy nbz w.onond$z [k] JZ k, pra & 5oybyypdnx z go2 sz 
pp ?ax pg $3 w~po hq ~g & jj~.y 1;2 m~f;"Xh 5oyhyyyd)~u g 
002 ~p?g ?XI% 'pg 4 m~hLXp333xg ?nx rw 562 nonjdnoon &do1 

-oX.tp $3 54az 3 go2 nopdh~ p gz pgj 5b2 nkzgn 5h9gond32 

wX?p ?ax gp.- &t 5p~dp 54dz 512 ?zf 'qn.(:~$n3A n~>qx?np 

n@ ugs+ynog' 8 ,dig 'no2odh~ ?p 4% 'gy (h '?wD~~~xP~~wx oz 
~Q3*p0g' 8 [5?&~] 'fi0?dnu go2 50d23d?J?p 4 0292 

.~v~$&o~D?M. nmp?h? ngxd~rjm3A dm2 g?p 

gyyp 5nozx?3~ounnp xgo 5w2?n2 ?WX j?~diwd,In3nx nm,jyo$d$ 

nmzpo?oz npz mq9zqxf 5wnm ?wx 523tJb wq3d?~wawu qjp 'jnyd - 
-on?R+Smz ?ax 5;0?03~ 3A ~oznpi po 'jpdooz 5px.mmx 5nzpmoz SI 

5pz 7~~13 53znn94di (yyyp) 'gona)i'3.(:x? ozgoz jp nkxdz3d 

-03A n?z?3~~zp nn?d3ppo nonpd nodozyx?nnAdp 'jphudlnznx 

9WQP2390U nm3yog'df npz 5~2 238 5gz '?O~~IJX 30 nn~n7n?dhndz 

nm?anz nm~b~n~ nprt twx BQ bp93z3 .jm39pwxx? 502wd!i2~ 

-n?p noz nozpoz ?up 5b ,tod(3?2) noz?aa TWL~ !/tJ lnrl/o ?13X 01 

'dmng93y11 gtp ~yyp no?a(tz nw~n3npdhnd$ jpnj ,?p go (~w~awxx?) 

nmz~3~~wn3x~wzwx nozpo93~ go2 5nop~td~Xdp: ?zq nmz $3~ 

10n3dhdd3d ?O dgA ?nx . (~zngqhp gz wyy)?? pz ?wx n~p3n?,l 

02?n"pp nd.hz~??p ngeop 42 SQ~IL 59qiw3: 32 jkn3x9~2wx 

4@?anw fozk nrna%z?~$ nmngdhap ngz 5b2 npo n~d .,3 1: 

'9n~~3j?nmAnzwx nmqw "lazha23 SS, 'mc~wnpp jgd3X(it)3 (02~02 

?qp) ?Wx 113~~3(2l$8)2 5939pyX~Ap ~FXU?~(L 5gZ '?~~ha!3 ?J.(:nX 

'5no?d3yoz 5@2 5,paz 3299 r(dmn$doAw?d3z 50)~ n$~m.0,3 ?nx 

A.mp?z~g nmz n?93d$d mnpa3zq 520% 2.3 3% nmngdnnAkz (5pn3x1) 
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ygaf ls  €15 zgLa, erg ~ Z E  zqv EK xai z4v K A  xai zr)v AB, xai 

6~r i  Z ~ V  A, K zae&Llgloc zais BZ, E r  qxjXgwuav at AM, 
EN, xai zmpja3w 4 6 z b  Z B d  ywvia d i ~ a  zg EB ed9.sdp 

zo8 3 uqpslov xazh zb p&uov voovpdov zGv BZ, A M  zapal-  

hjawv, xai <xfie~llj68muav aE sigqpCvac zag&?Jqio~ n86ac 6 

(5s Eni zh  d xazd! zdr 17, P uqpcia. 

l+w, 6'zc 4 IZB d x z i ~  xazd zag&l2qlov oaua zQ digovc 

~ ~ Q L V ,  z o m & b ~ ~  z i ~  Ed, zgouz6tzovaa $mi zb 6r& z f ~  EB 
E"aonzeov xazh zb B uqpsiov '$xi zb A d v a x l a 6 9 $ ~ m a ~  dcdr 

zb dG~a z4v 4zb  Z B d  xai neb< Zdaq dvaxk?u$ac rwviac, 10 

xa9d35 7Ge0d&d&L%za6. 

bpoiws 62 xai zl)v P(A) dxzrva nu4dopsv dvaxla~$qvar 

8ni zb d O&WG. E7tsCefi~9.w ydrg 4 Ed edjXgeta, 6poiw5 dB xai 

a t  EM, EZ. xui 8$ov, (55 $ EA Zuq E ~ z i  zij E Z  drd ~ l ) v  

d ~ ~ o z o p i a v  z f s  z e d 5  zQ B ywviag. 8 1 2  4 Z Z  zp Z'M Zuq 15 

Eai  d ~ d r  zb p&~ov zov" 2 y 6 e ~ u 3 a ~  adzd!~ 8.i z h  Z, M 

uqp€iaa' xai 4 EM diga Zaq Puzi z? Zd. ~EZ&&W o3v 4 
ywvla 6 z b  M E A  diXa z+j STY zov" Y xazd! pguov voov- 

& 
1 dB] Ap. 7 IIB] IIK. 8 RBI ,993. 12 PA] corr. ex PA? 15 B] Br. 

16 fl 2. 17 apa] om. 18 Y] 8. 

Fragme?ztum Matliematicum Bobiense 53 

p$vov zijv MA, N K  zaeaRlljlwv, zspvozioy 82 zljv M A  zap- 

&RAriRov xazd z l  T. ded z& adz& d+ d s ~ ~ 9 7 j a s z a ~  xai 4 1IIT 

i'oq zg TA xai 4 ~~f z(?) . . . . . . . I I  

1 zePvodd-. 3 des. fol. 2V. 8 t 6 v ]  ?. 12 Z ]  X? Fig. minus adcurate A - 
descripta, Z om. 15 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ y , u k u o v ,  sed corr. 19 t ~ v ]  t ' .  22 z zop. 

23 $pantop lrj q (del.) 24 641 6e. 25 a t ]  supra scr. 26 a l ]  om. 27 t 6 v ]  i . 

28 yu~viac G~dpo~oc] uix sana. 

Sequ i tur  f ragmentum Bob iense .  
5 (drrsi yire Zuov koci zb 5 z l  z6v  A T ,  A H  zq drrb z f S )  I EH, 

zszgccnlablwv dd JI T A  zqs A B ,  zb &ga zszehxrg 6rrb rii)v 

B A l f ,  zovz&rc zb zszecixes 4zb 
t 

z(3v BAA,  ?GOY hozi zQ dzi )  z q ~  

HE, zow€uze zg  zsze&xr~ drrl 

10 z q ~  A Z '  63ov diea xai zb 6x6 z6v  

B A A  zg drrh z f c  A Z '  (dq3T) 

&pa $ zedS) zq Z ywv6a. xai  

huzcv ZuB 4 AZ Z ~ J  ZE '  Z q  aga 
A A 

xcti 4 A B  zp BE. 

15 dsd&cyp&%ov a d  zozizov 36zw 

xhvov zopT) zOiRrv zaeafioR$, qc 

fZ B 

f 
dc&pclszeos p$v $ AB, zag' .ijv 62 

dfivavza~ 4 Al', xa2 z f c  Af Z & ~ Q Z O V  $bzo 4 AB, xai dxci 

z v ~ o ' v z o ~  uqpe~ov TOY hz i  z f c  ~ o p q ~  Z$ A B  zagOillqRoc i j ~ 3 o  

20 4 EZ, xai hrrsj'FfiX9w 4 EB. 

ds~xz€ov, 8 z ~  4 Z E  xgl~ f6qv 

ywvlav dvax€-;dabzar zgb5 z j  ~ o p p .  

dc& d+ zb izeodelxB2v To7 hcziv 4 
25 L f B  zf BE'  Lj6w xai a; ?red< z o i ~  A 

A, E u~peiocs ywvlar i'bac. xai ai 

drrb z6v  AIM, HE@ ruac. iorp,6avg- 

u 3 w m v  ywviae drciY~goe. Roezai &?a 
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pgvwv ~ q p s d w v  ..... xavovly  6~' ad ...... a yvhpwv .  6s 4 d. 
208 tjpxv(xliov) Q r A .  ..... xoiag dB Rov ..... R@sba di? ... 
.............. 
&€$a d~dr ......... 

........ (legi nequit). 
-- 

2 ~ptxvxliou] uel tjptxvliv8pov. 

Index 

Acute-angled cone, 27 
Agathias: on family of Anthemius, 

1; describes reflector, 3 
Alexander of Tralles, doctor, 1 
Alexandria, and Anthemius, 3 
Alhazen: and Anthemius, 11; on 

spherical reflector, 23; and Vitello, 
40, 42 

A1 Singlri, 10 
Ancantherius, 35 
Angle of Incidence, 8 
Angles in a semicircle, 22 
Anthemius: birth, 1; and St. Sophia, 

1, 2; artificial earthquake, 2; dis- 
pute with Zeno, 2; blinding re- 
flector, 3; and Isidore of Miletus, 
3; death, 3; on describing an el- 
lipse, 9; on constructing an ellipse 
by tangents, 10; and Diocles, 10; 
and Alhazen, 11; on Archimedes, 
12, 15; relation to Pappus, 19; 
probable author of the Fragmen- 
tum Bobiense, 29; estimate of 
work, 30; read by Tzetzes, 36; 
read by Vitello, 41. See also Archi- 
medes, Directirk, Dupuy, Euto- 
cius, Heiberg, Isidore, Tzetzes 

Apollonius of Perga: and Eutocius, 
3; on the focal dietames of 8 

point on aa ellipse, 9; On the 
Burning Mirror, 10, 21; ignores 
focus of %he parabola, 19; On 
the Researchers into Mirrors, 21; 
and date of Fragmentum Bobiense, 
23; on reciprocal dimensions of 
cones and cylinders, 25; on draw- 
ing an hyperbola, 27; on the Cat- 
optrici, 29; and Vitello, 40 

Aquinas, Thomas, 39 

Arc of Circle, 21 

Archimedes : followed by Diocles, 

10; burning of the Roman fleet, 
12; respect of Anthemius for, 12; 
used a number of  mall mirrore 
to cause burning, 15; on reciprocal 
dimensions of coaes and cylinders, 
25; On the Sphere and Cglinder 
11, 4, 27; Quadrature of the Para- 
bola, 32; studied superficially by 
Tzetzes, 37 

Aristaeus, 19 
Axis, Apollonian term, 28 
Babylon, 1 
Bacon, R., 39 
Baeumker, C., 39 
Balances, 25 
Bale, 40 
Ball and Socket Joint, 13 
Baynes, N. H., 2 
Beam, 25 
Belger, C.: on authorship of Frag- 

mentum Bobiense, 26; on date of 
Fragmentum Bobiense, 31; men- 
tioned, 8 

Bibliotheca Critica [Amsterdam], 4 
Bitumen, 1 
Bonaventura, 39 
Bowshot, 12, 13, 15 
Brunet, I?., 1 
Buffon, 16 
Bury, J. B.: on George Monachus, 

16; mentioned, 2 

Cantor, M.: oa focus of parabola, 
24; on Vitello, 39; mentioned, 31 

Csltoptrici, 29 
Cauldrons, 2 
Centre of Gravity, 25 
Cissoid, 10 
Column, 24 
Coolidge, J. L., on focus of par& 

bola, 24 
Curvilinear angles, 28 
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Dain, A., 35 
Daras, 1 
Darmstaedter, E., 2 
Descartm : his mechanical descrip- 

tion of ovals, 9; on burning mir- 
rors, 16 

Diels, H., 25, 32 
Diameter of Parabola, 28 
Dijksterhuis, E. J., 37 
Diocles, on burning mirrors, IOf., 27, 

32 
Dioscorus, doctor, 1 
Directrix, ueed by Anthemius, 19 
Downey, G., 2 
Dupuy, L.: helped by de la Porte 

du Theil, 4; first edition of An- 
themius, 4; on mazuscripts of An- 
themius, 34, 35; on Vitello, 41; 
mentioned, 3, 8, 16 

Earthquake: described by Paul the 
Silentiary, 2; artificial, 2 

Ellipse, focal distances, 9 
Equilibrium, 25 
Equinootal ray, 6, 7 
Euclid: so-called Book XV of the 

Ble~nents, 3; Elements XII ,  15, 
21; on curvilinear angles, 28; and 
Vitello, 40 

Eutocius: and Anthemius. 3; ox 
Diocles, 10, 27 

FinC, Oronce, 16 
Foci of Ellipse, 9, 10 
Focus of Parabola, 10, 11, 21, 23, 33 
Fragmentum Bobiense : terminology 

27; translation and notes, 20ff.; 
authorship and date, Zff. 

Galen, 37 
George Monachus, 16 
George of Pisidia, 34 
Ghkvara, Fr. de, S. J., 42 
Gibbon, E., 2, 16, 38 
Goxgava, 43 
Graux, C., 32 

Havry, J., 1 
Heath, T. L.: 3, 5, 11; on focus-- 

directrix property, 19; on date of 
Fragmentum Bobiense, 27; on 

language of Fragmentum Bobiense, 
32, 33; mentioned, 18 

He~berg, J. L.: text of Anthemius, 
5;on the ,text of Fragmentum Bo- 
biense, 24, 32; on authorship of 
Fragmentum Bobiense, 26 ; on 
MSS of Anthemius, 35; men- 
tioned, 3, 11 

Hero of Alexandria: on conducting 
steam, 2; on range of artillery, 
16; named by Tzetzes, 37 

Hexagonal mirror, 13, 37, 41 
Hexameter, 31 
Hooke, R., 43 
Horizon, 6 
Hultsch, F.: 3, 19; ox MSS of 

Pappus, 35 
Huygens, C., 43 
Isidore of Miletus: colleague of An- 

themius, 1;  on Euclid's Elements, 
3 

Isidore of Seville, 31 
Justinian, 1, 30 
liepler: on focal distances of ellipse, 

9: blind focus, 24 
Iiiessling, T., 3 
Kirchrr, A., 15 
Lambecius, 34, 35 
Latham, M. L., 9 
Latus rectum, 42 
I,ejeuae, A,,  40 
I,ivy, 16, 38 
Lucian, 37 

hfni, A,, 31 
Msrcellus, 15, 36 
Mechanical handling, 29 
MClot, 36 
Menaechmus, Eutocius on, 27 
Menelaus, and Vitello, 40 
Metrodorus, 1 
Milan, 31 
Mirror: oven shaped, 8; early mir- 

rors described by Alhazen, 11; to 
blind enemy, 14; paraboloid, 32, 
43. See also Hexagonal 

Mixtilinear angles, 21 
Moerbeke, William of, 39, 41 

Molten lead, 1 
Muses, 25 
Neugebauer, O., on focus of para- 

bola, 24 
Newton, Sir I., 16, 43 
Niebuhr, B. G., 1, 2 
Nika Riot, 1 
Nilkn, S., 37 
Noise, machine to make, 3 
Nonnus, Dionysiaca, 2 
Obtuse-angled cone, 27, 28 
Olympius, lawyer, I 
Oronto Fineo, see Fink. Oronce 

Pappus: focus and directrix property 
in, 19; on focus of parabola, 24; 

Paris MSS, 34; MS Vat. Gr. 218, 35; 
and Vitello, 40 

Paraboloid Mirrors: 32; described by 
Vitello, 43 ; paraboloid of revolu- 
tios 11, 18 

Parallel rays, 17, 18, 22 
Parameter of parabola, 20 
Paul the Silentiary, 1, 2 
Peyron, A., 31 
Philo, named by Tzetzes, 37 
Pinder, M., 16 
Pipes, leather, 2 
Pneumatics, 37 
Poland, 39 
Polybius, 16, 38 
Poseidon, 3 
Proclus, and fleet of Vitalian, 16 
Proclus, and Vitello, 40 
Procopius, 1 
Prou, V., 16 
Ptolemy: Optics, 23; and Vitello, 40 
Reflector: to blind, 3;  circular, 21; 

spherical, 23 
Risner, F., 40 

Schmidt, W., 3 
Schneider, J. G., 4 

Semiramie, 1 
Smith, D. E., 9 
Solstices, 7 
St Sophia: rebuildisg, 1; design and 

construction by Anthemius, 1, 29 
Stephanus, dootor, 1 
String, to draw ellipse, 8 
Syracuse, 15, 16, 37 
Surface of incidence or impact, 8, 17 
Swallow, 33 
Swan, 33 
Taylor, C., 9 
Theodwius, and Vitello, 40 
Theon, 40 
Thuringia, 39 
Tralles, city of Lydia (or Caria), 1 
Tzetzes, and Anthemius, 3, 36 
Vatican, MS Gr. 218, 4, 35 
Venice, MS of Asthemius, 35 
Ver Eecke, P.: 3, 5, 7, 8, 16, 24; on 

authorship of Fragmentum Bo- 
biense 

Vertical angle, 7, 10 
Vienna, MS at,  34 
Vitalian, 16 
Vitello: 3; and Ptolemy's Optics, 23; 

Perspectiva, 39; on Euclid and 
Apollonius, 39; name, 39; De Ek-  
mentatis Conclusionibus, 40; and 
Alhazen, 40; on burning mirrors, 
40, 41 

Wachsmuth, C., 31 
Well-sinking, 37 
Westermann, A., 4, 35 
Wiedemann, E., 3, 11, 43 
William of Moerbeke, 39, 41 
Witelo, see Vitello 

Zeao, orator, 2 
Zeus, 3 
Zeuthen, H. G., 23, 33 
Zonaras. 16 
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